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Aligning natural language processing models with stakeholder values is crit-

ical to managing the social biases that a model may learn from data. How to

select and use context so that the resulting models are sensitive to these values

is still an open question. I present three studies in which linguistic social con-

text, or context documents, are leveraged for natural language processing tasks

using base documents from social data (i.e., Wikipedia and conversation data).

The context documents are produced by the members of the community as part

of pre-existing processes. The context documents also enable an approach that

trades the burden of precise annotation for noisier but value-sensitive informa-

tion in those documents. I use techniques from semi-supervised learning and

distant supervision to incorporate the information extracted from context doc-

uments into several inference tasks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

Modeling language using large-scale data has become the norm in natural

language processing. While these models have outperformed previous models

on benchmarks, there remain questions about how robust, how socially biased,

or how truthful large language models are. Researchers have gone down a num-

ber of different avenues to amend mistakes these models make including the

following: unit testing [230], data validation [83], post-training debiasing [31],

and knowledge grounding [84]. The type of correction one might pursue de-

pends on the task and stakeholder goals. Most approaches share this notion of

accountability before correction, as bias is pervasive (and perhaps unavoidable)

throughout model development [204].

That brings us to the first question of this dissertation: who are the stake-

holders? One branch of natural language processing emphasizes benchmarks

to measure state-of-the-art performance [35, 136]. Another branch is more inter-

ested in the broader implications of language use in social contexts [215, 148].

This dissertation addresses stakeholders may be NLP practitioners whose in-

terests may fall somewhere in the middle of this spectrum. They may wish to

adapt specific benchmark models for their own purposes. But their purposes

may depend on their specific social context. This dissertation attempts to ad-

dress the domain-specific needs and model expectations of these practitioners.

My approach attempts to empower practitioners to introduce domain knowl-

edge via context documents to their target inference tasks which canonically

use a set of base documents. Throughout this work I pursue answers to the

following primary research question.
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Research Question: How can context documents associated with base documents

be used to inform natural language processing inference tasks?

This work focuses particularly on the interplay between dialogue and doc-

uments from a value sensitive design perspective [79, 78, 312]. Rather than at-

tempting to train a model for immediately substituting human input, I focus

on modeling human-human interactions to understand stakeholder values and

goals. The following chapters will specifically discuss synchronous dialogue

(i.e., meeting conversations), written asynchronous dialogue (e.g., Wikipedia

talk pages), and discourse (i.e., Wikipedia articles).

In each cases, these conversations or articles serve as base documents. The

context document may be a summary, IT reference material, or even a simi-

lar document on the same subject from a different linguistic and/or cultural

context. It is through the context document that we expect the practitioners to

introduce domain-specific information and stakeholder values.

The primary tasks in this work are battle outcome inference, article outcome

prediction, and next-turn selection. Though they are all different styles of nat-

ural language processing tasks, they are all relatively simple in that the final

label is binary, though the task setting may be one of distant supervision. This

is to emphasize fitting models that inform us of the data generation process in

its natural context. For example, we wish to understand why a given turn was

generated more than we wish to know how to generate a valid or probable turn.

Not just any document may serve as context. For example, one would not

expect a randomly selected email chain to be particularly informative in mod-

eling a dialogue with an IT help desk agent. However, one would expect that a

2



IT troubleshooting document on a relevant topic could be. It is up to the prac-

titioner to map the topology of stakeholder processes and find relevant context

documents. That said, I propose three heuristics for establishing a relationship

between the base document and context document that is expected to inform an

NLP task:

• Condition 1 (Semantic differences): The context documents contain new

interpretations of information or meaning not present in the base docu-

ment.

• Condition 2 (Semantic overlap): The information in the context docu-

ments is relevant and can be aligned to some degree with information in

the base document.

• Condition 3 (Structural difference): The structure of the context docu-

ment is distinct from that of the base document.

Not all conditions need to be met for a context document to be relevant to a

base document. But one can use these conditions to quickly source context doc-

uments and form hypotheses regarding their usefulness for a particular task.

1.1 Intuition

How might the additional context affect the downstream task? The intuition

is that the context provides a bridge between the base document used as input

and the corresponding label. While it may not always be expedient to use the

context as a bridge, the cost of checking the “bridge” for a shortcut and occa-

sional success using it offset the cost of training the model on the task directly.
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This type of bridging to create a shortcut for information flow is similar to the

intuition behind highway networks [257].

1.2 Methods

Given that this work introduces a framework for applying machine learning

problems to domain specific tasks, benchmarks and the models designed for

them are of less help without modification. This section attempts to explain the

data and task choices that led to these circumstances and the methods that were

employed.

1.2.1 Data collection

The domains chosen for this work (primarily portions of Wikipedia, IT help

desk chat logs, and meeting conversation corpora) were selected specifically be-

cause of three properties: public availability, document contexts, and rules and

objectives that constrain discourse and conversation. Wikipedia in particular

has been noted for the “ecology of [its] discussions” and “rich metadata” that

enables multiple types of research investigations, particularly ones related to

social acts [24]. Though there is no clear boundary between casual conversa-

tion and non-casual conversation, these settings constrain language in such a

way that a conversational analyst may group them under the umbrella of insti-

tutional talk [104].

Why do we choose to focus on institutional talk? First, it is typically more re-

stricted than “ordinary conversation” in that participants have defined roles or

4



status that specify the linguistic actions they may take. This lends itself to com-

putational methods. Second, these roles and rules governing conversation and

interaction are often specified in institutional documentation. This lends itself

to the methods put forward in this work. Third, institutional talk, though highly

regulated, is often found near centers of power. Understanding interactions in

these settings is critical to creating accountable systems. Even in the cases when

the project emphasizes non-conversation (e.g., World War Wikipedia), there is

the undercurrent of institutional talk on the talk pages where edits are discussed

and negotiated.

1.2.2 Inference over prediction

Though multilabel (e.g., multiple category membership) and multiclass (e.g.,

single category membership) inference tasks are discussed, most of the time

the fundamental problem is binary. Did the British win the battle described or

not? Was the article discussed promoted or not? Does this turn fit this context

or not? In all these instances, the label may be a simple “yes” or “no”, but

it is also an emergent property1 that cannot be reduced to any one part of the

input. These tasks serve as fixed points to help us evaluate other questions not

answered directly by the task. This approach is particularly amenable to value-

sensitive algorithm design, a design paradigm that emphasizes the inclusion of

the community whose data is being used and to whom algorithms are being

applied.

For example, given that the British won the given battle, how likely will a

model, specifically one trained on the English Wikipedia account of battles, pre-
1https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/properties-emergent/
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dict a British win versus a model trained on the equivalent German Wikipedia

account? So the goal is not to predict the outcome of a battle long past, but

rather to understand to what extent documents generated by different commu-

nities allude to or imply certain conclusions through the presentation of select

facts. Most of the experiments presented in this work follow a similar pattern

wherein the goal is not the achievement of the downstream task; rather, the goal

is a quantitative evaluation of the relationship between a base document and its

context document in the setting of the given inference task.

1.2.3 Computational methods

The state of the art in natural language processing has bounded ahead multiple

times in the course of this work. There was the jump from Bayesian inference

to deep neural networks; deep neural networks expanded to recurrent neural

networks; and feature engineering and weighting gave way to large pre-trained

contextual language models. The contrastive approach presented in this work is

meant to be model agnostic to an extent, but a few methods feature more promi-

nently. The context document may be parsed using methods from information

extraction to produce (subject, object, relation) tuples. Multitask learning may

be used as a means of incorporating that contextual information.

1.3 Organization

The organization of this dissertation is intended to enumerate three primary ap-

proaches to incorporating context: parallel documents, references to guideline
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and policy documents, and summary documents. The choice of context type is

highly domain dependent. This work illustrates three possible approaches, but

one is not limited to these choices.

• Chapter 2 goes over theories relevant to each and all projects. In particu-

lar, value sensitive design is discussed as the set of guiding principles for

much of this work. Value sensitive design posits that technology should

cater to the values and needs of stakeholders. Without this sensitivity,

there is an increasing risk of designing technology with unwanted but dif-

ficult to manage social biases. Such technology impedes progress towards

stakeholder goals rather than facilitating it as originally intended. Con-

ceptual, empirical, and technological studies may be conducted under the

umbrella of value sensitive design. The work presented may be catego-

rized as empirical. For each project, a different set of values is identified

and examined. Theories more specific to the tasks in these scenarios are

discussed in more detail.

• Chapter 3 shows the effectiveness of using parallel documents as context

when the base document is collaboratively edited text. This precedes the

use of conversational data, with the intention of maintaining the same doc-

ument type (i.e., Wikipedia article) and topic (i.e., World War I battle arti-

cles) when considering the benefits of augmenting a text classification task

with context. Here the benefits of context come from differences in gram-

matical structure, information gaps, and combatant emphasis that may

arise due to linguistic community alignment with battle participants.

• Chapter 4 introduces dialogue from Wikipedia’s Featured Article Can-

didates discussion as the base documents and Wikipedia’s policies and
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guidelines as context. The caveat is that the context documents are

present as implicit and explicit references to links in the primary docu-

ment. This simplifies context representation and serves as a shorthand

for a reviewer’s “justification”. This context is then used to investigate to

what extent reviewers turn to institutional rules to justify their comments.

• Chapter 5 also employs dialogue as a base document, this time using syn-

chronous conversations as found in the AMI and ICSI corpora. To learn

about dialogue structure and flow, we emphasize this information. But

here context is derived from post-dialogue summaries and pre-existing

institutional documents. These documents are not referenced using links

as the policies and guidelines of the Wikipedia discussions are conve-

niently referenced. This chapter focuses on methods for incorporating

semi-structured context documents.

• Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a discussion of limitations and

scope of applicability. There is also a brief discussion of ethical implica-

tions of this work, as well as a few thoughts on possible directions.

The reader is encouraged to note the base document, the context document,

and the inference task in each chapter. The primary contribution of this work is

a value sensitive NLP methodology that centers stakeholder values via context

documents.

Why pursue a value sensitive approach, specifically? From a practical stand-

point, this work also facilitates NLP inference tasks in domains with highly

specialized or contextual knowledge that cannot be outsourced easily for an-

notation at scale. But more broadly, an approach that incorporates stakeholder

values from the beginning is an approach that can account for model behav-
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ior that undermines those values later. Chapter 2 will discuss value sensitive

design in more detail along with other background information.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORIES AND APPLICATIONS

This chapter covers relevant theories and recent work that provide the backdrop

for the following chapters. Of linguistic morphology (language units), syntax

(language structure), semantics (language meaning), and pragmatics (language

use), this work is most related to the pragmatics of language [113], especially

the social pragmatics of language use in institutional settings like Wikipedia.

Conversation features prominently in the work done for this thesis. Though

there is one chapter that focuses primarily on long-form documents, even then

there are undercurrents of conversation described more fully in an appendix.

What the reader should take away from this chapter is a high-level under-

standing of value sensitive design and theories specific to conversation and

writing. Although each chapter relies on theories specific to the interactions

and data at hand, there are a few common themes uniting this work:

• Not fully supervised learning. A common and effective style of exper-

iment in natural language processing requires labels well-aligned with

instances, as par for the course in a fully supervised setting. The work

presented here always includes a binary inference task, though this is

more of a distantly supervised supervised setting than a fully supervised

one. Also, semi-supervised learning is key to extracting useful informa-

tion from the context document, be it through query-based summariza-

tion, policy invocation identification, or seeded tuple clustering. Semi-

supervised and distantly supervised learning are particularly advanta-

geous in situations where obtaining annotations might be prohibitive be-

cause of privacy reasons (e.g., internal IT help desk chats), because of the
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high level of necessary expertise (e.g., familiarity with Wikipedia policy),

or because of annotation labor burdens (e.g., labeling a single sentence in

a long Wikipedia article as non-neutral).

• Value sensitive algorithm design. In this work, concerns about the

unique properties of the stakeholder community eclipse generalizability.

In short, specificity is traded for generalizability. The upside is the iden-

tification of a context document that is relevant and informative for a

stakeholder’s inference task. This is not to say that one cannot use a

model on a dataset if it is trained on another. Rather, this is to say that

care must be taken in identifying and justifying context documents that

are specific to the domain. Tthe task is not simply input → output, it is

(input, context)→ output.

• Bias and accountability. Related to value sensitive design, a common goal

in my work is to account for social biases present in the data that might

work against stakeholder values. The goal is not to correct for bias in a

post hoc fashion or eliminate bias through dataset restructuring or other

means. The goal is always simply to account for the amount of bias that

may be present. Freedom from bias and user autonomy are recognized as

values that should be upheld in almost any application of value sensitive

design [79]. What to do about bias once it is identified is best left to the

stakeholders themselves.
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2.1 Writing and writing in other languages

Chapter 3 is concerned primarily with discourse in different languages regard-

ing battles in World War I and World War II. These subjects involve a certain

tension between language editions on Wikipedia that might be less prevalent in

articles about dogs or “local” historical sites. Linguistic, conceptual, and cita-

tion differences may lead to variation between articles produced by different

language editions [114]. It is easily observed in our data sample that battle

articles available in one language are absent in other language editions. But

suppose that a subset of language editions agree that a battle happened. Why

would their accounts differ? Multiple social factors are the likely culprit.

2.1.1 Theories of social biases in natural language data

The variation in information available across Wikipedia language editions is

indicative of social bias at the platform level [204]. Broadly, there is a distinct

lack of data available for research, particularly for low-resource languages [210].

Of the datasets that are created, only a small portion are used and reused, even

when another dataset might be better aligned with domain-specific problems

[145]. This creates an ecosystem in natural language processing research that

favors a few languages and the users of those languages [28]. To avoid the

pitfalls of dataset reuse, this work attempts to cultivate suitable data.

Other social biases are also at play. Gender biases in data can lead to biased

predictions with respect to gender in trained models [31, 210]. Racial biases in

data can appear as stereotypes in pre-trained representations [180], and they can
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negatively influence model predictions in hate speech detection [240]. Numer-

ous studies have proposed approaches to reducing undesirable bias in natural

language processing tasks [31, 87, 83, 242, 91]. Although eliminating all bias

may not be an attainable or desirable goal when working with social data, ac-

counting for bias is recommended [204].

Frameworks such as value sensitive algorithm design [78, 312] attempt to in-

troduce accountability by advocating for the inclusion of stakeholders and their

values in the design of algorithms that work on the data they produce. Though

there are a “constellation” of features of a design process that may identify it as

an instantiation of value sensitive design, five prominent features particularly

relevant to algorithm design are as described as follows [312]:

1. Identifying stakeholders, values, and priorities

2. Prototyping solutions to their problems

3. Eliciting stakeholder feedback

4. Testing and refining models

5. Assessing reasons for failures

This thesis engages in the first two steps most prominently as this is the

natural scope of natural language processing research.

Chapter 3 is about accounting for bias that appears when a Wikipedia’s

stated values diverge from its actual values, particularly that of Neutral Point

of View across multiple language editions. There are a number of other values

Wikipedia promotes across language editions. We choose to focus on the one

because the juxtaposition of Wikipedia articles enables us to find segments of
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text that might occur in only one language edition. The lack of corroboration by

other language editions suggests a non-neutral point of view or undue weight

being given to a topic. It is not an absolute judgement. The highlighting of

such passages could be used to assist attempts to monitor problematic text in

Wikipedia.

2.1.2 Neutral Point of View in multilingual Wikipedia

Neutral Point of View (NPOV) is a Wikipedia policy that says articles should

maintain a neutral tone throughout the article, giving due weight to article

subtopics as appropriate for the subject. Identifying neutral point of view vi-

olations in Wikipedia is a well-tread research path, but the data used is usually

limited to English Wikipedia [226, 212]. There have been studies of conflict-

related language within Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica [239, 258], but

these are limited to English. In contrast, the work documenting variation of

across language editions is typically broader than geopolitical conflict and less

connected to neutral point of view [16, 103]. Each individual language edition

exhibits bias in the frequency and manner in which entities are mentioned in

(parallel) articles about World War I and II battles. Chapter 3 introduces a

method of accounting for possible sources of non-neutral point of view using

other language versions (i.e., the context documents) of a given battle article

(i.e., the base document). It is also shown in this chapter that these biases can

affect battle outcome predictions (e.g., the inference task), which may be related

to latent geopolitical factors [114].
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2.2 Writing and talking

Chapter 4 maintains a focus on Wikipedia. In this chapter, the focus broad-

ens to include values other than just Neutral Point of View and articles of a

wider range of categories by using Featured Article Candidate (FAC) discus-

sions. FAC is a Wikipedia peer review process which judges and provides

constructive feedback on the quality of an article. Reviewers explicitly invoke

Wikipedia’s policies and guidelines and Featured Article Criteria (FACr) to jus-

tify their comments and decide whether to grant Featured status. This chapter

focuses on how consistently this policy-conscious community cites policies in

practice and possible biases in citing those policies.

2.2.1 Theories of writing iteration and writing feedback

Why does it matter whether a community cites its own policies when mak-

ing judgements? It was found that destructive criticism undermines the ef-

ficacy of workers and trust in institutional structures [17]. To counteract

these effects, feedback should be polite, prompt, specific, and actionable to be

constructive[18]. This work assumes that the FAC process is a constructive crit-

icism process in which policy references are used to make commentary more

specific and actionable.

The constructive criticism of FAC reviews is also part of the revision pro-

cess of the nominated articles. Iterative revision is essential in writing [76], and

Wikipedia lends itself to understanding the dynamics of writing and feedback

because of the excellent access to revision history, writing commentary, and doc-
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umented values [24]. How criticism is administered may greatly affect the suc-

cess of an article.

2.2.2 Applications to writing feedback models

The ultimate application of this work would be to improve writing assistants.

Writing assistants typically provide feedback on writing affect, grammatical cor-

rectness, and genre fit. Wikipedia lends itself to training such writing assistants

with the availability of revisions [43], metadata such as editor username [2], and

public discussions about the article [120]. So why not simply approach this as a

text generation task where the input is the article and the output is the review

discussion? After all, a similar approach has been used on generating reviews

for academic papers [286]. Even simpler, one could train a binary article out-

come prediction model directly on accepted and rejected article submissions,

framing it as an automated essay scoring task [265].

This is not impossible. In this circumstance, the base document is the arti-

cle text, the context document is the discussion, and the inference task is arti-

cle outcome prediction. But the main goal would be to generate sequences that

align with FAC’s values, not just fluent and likely text (in the case of generation)

or a single score (in the case of probabilistic outcome prediction). Initial exper-

iments in the article-based outcome prediction setting showed that the article’s

category was strongly correlated with outcome, even if it is known that cate-

gory generally should not be the sole reason an article is accepted or rejected.

Even if the reviewers are not biased by category, the reviewers themselves may

be biased in how they invoke policies or justify their reviews. Chapter 4 lays
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out an approach to modeling whether or not reviewers are consistent in their

application of policy invocations as step towards more value sensitive writing

assessment. Instead of the article being the base document and the review dis-

cussion being the context document, the review discussion is the base document

and the policies are the context documents.

2.3 Talking and writing

Chapter 5 shifts to providing context for modeling of conversational data, rather

than modeling conversational outcomes. Dialogue modeling has seen rapid

advancement in casual and informative conversational situations [54]. While

canonical dialogue modeling tasks such as the Alexa Prize [224] emphasize the

development of a fully automated dialogue agent that can engage in lengthy

chit chat, there is a subset of work still entirely focused on better model-

ing human-human conversation to understand humans and their interaction

choices in conversation [282, 259, 231, 61, 80]. Chapter 5 focuses on human-

human conversation to eventually inform dialogue agent applications via doc-

ument grounding.

2.3.1 Theories of grounding dialogue in documents

Document grounding is an avenue of research that seeks to incorporate doc-

uments into dialogue modeling for improved turn generation, dialogue state

tracking, and improved dialogue agent engagement [309, 72, 71]. The intuition

is that dialogue models behave more predictably predictable behavior if they are
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grounded in a pre-existing document. Theories of grounding in human-human

dialogue [56] have guided the development of new multi-modal models that

model language in the context of images [262]. Document grounding is similar

but instead uses additional text as context.

2.3.2 Applications to conversation modeling

Experiments for modeling human-human conversation can take on a variety of

forms, but a recognized experimental form involves predicting the next turn

from a list of candidate turns from context turns [231, 283]. The context may be

chosen specifically to reflect speaker roles [61], technical content [171], or other

features of conversational context. Other experiment forms include conversa-

tion disentanglement [171] or ordering conversations [231] from shuffled turns.

These experiments may be intended to probe the conversational structure rather

than to improve a model’s performance on a particular application. Most rele-

vant is a set of experiments related to conversational initiative [282]. This work

posits that there are dialogue behaviors related to information and planning in

task-oriented conversation.

At the time, a dialogue model of help desk chat logs that more closely

aligned with IT help desk procedures was considered more valuable. In this

case, the base document is the dialogue, and context documents for IT con-

versations are available in the form of procedural documents. The inference

task is next turn selection, where a model must choose one of eight turns to

match to a given context. The work on conversational initiative inspired our

approach which uses summarization to group utterances as dialogue manage-
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ment (planning) utterances and/or procedural (information) utterances. Train-

ing the model to identify the type of utterance in addition to whether it fit the

context improved next turn slection significantly.
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CHAPTER 3

PARALLEL DOCUMENTS AS CONTEXT

Although this work emphasizes the use of dialogue transcripts as base doc-

uments, we do consider cases where the base document and context document

may be non-conversational. Conversation is distinct in that the communication

between the listener (or audience) and the speaker (or writer) only require that

both are able to perceive and speak to one another in the same language. Dis-

course is a broader category encompassing conversation, speeches (or mono-

logues), and written forms of communication. In this section apply our method

to this broader category using Wikipedia articles as objects in discourse. This

work was done jointly with Lillian Lee.

In this chapter, the base document is a Wikipedia article describing a World

War I battle in a given language. The context document is also a Wikipedia

article on the same World War I battle but written in another language. The in-

ference task is labeling the entire article or parts of the article with the outcome

of the battle, even if the outcome is not explicitly referenced in the article.

This chapter’s experiments seek to answer questions about the composition

of “facts” in the Wikipedia articles and how that composition may subtly in-

fluence the perceptions of battle outcomes even without alluding to those out-

comes directly. The article corpus is derived from Wikipedia language editions

linguistically associated with four of the major combatants in World War I (e.g.,

de.wikipedia.org and Germany would be associated). This inference task has

parallels to tasks in work on stancetaking. Whereas traditional stance detection

posits a triangular relationship between the subject, another subject, and an ob-

ject, this work posits a relationship between a language community, another
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language community, and the battle itself. The stance is the attitude of the first

subject towards the object in alignment (or non-alignment) with the other sub-

jects. Here, the attitude is measured by the extent to which the article or portion

of the article implies a particular outcome of that battle, which have a positive

or negative connotation for political reasons. It is for these same reasons that

countries may report different casualty counts.

3.1 Using Wikipedia as a resource

As a resource Wikipedia is exceptional in that it contains extensive text and im-

age documentation of a wide variety of topics. The contributions are comprised

of volunteer edits and uploads. A conglomeration of Wiki Projects, adminis-

trator groups, and review and assessment processes make Wikipedia content

more organized and consistent than might otherwise be expected from a freely

edited encyclopedia. The NLP community has taken note of the consistency

and breadth of Wikipedia knowledge across several different languages. The

result is that Wikipedia is often used for training large language models and

translation models.

The drawback in using Wikipedia as a resource is one that Wikipedia it-

self understands and notes in their policies and guidelines: Wikipedia is not a

reliable resource. In this next chapter, we will demonstrate the variability in

information quality of Wikipedia using Wikipedia itself: largely in the form of

different language editions.
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3.2 Task introduction

Wikipedia’s expansive content and multiple language editions have made it an

invaluable resource, particularly for the training of large language models and

translation models in natural language processing. Less work has gone into

quantifying the differences among language editions though. In particular, mili-

tary conflicts, with their political implications and charged nature due to casu-

alties, may be described in distinct ways by different language editions.

While community guidelines ensure some quality control and consistency

across articles, Table 3.1 shows that in descriptions from German (DE), English

(EN), French (FR), and Italian (IT) Wikipedia articles about the World War I battle

at Verdun, there is still disagreement about whether the German objective was

to “bleed” the French army. Instead of glossing over this difference, we aim to

quantitatively measure it.

There are challenges to measuring these differences, though. Language edi-

tions may differ because of (1) linguistic differences in expression; (2) lack of

information access, especially due to language barriers; and (3) an author’s sub-

jective preferences for sources.

There is work on identifying subjectivity in Wikipedia [227, 213]. But these

supervised approaches, while successful, are limited by their need for explicit

annotations. This work instead uses unsupervised methods to measure report-

ing tendencies of Wikipedia articles about battles in World Wars I and II from

four language versions — German (DE), English (EN), French (FR), and Italian

(IT).
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DE Summary: Germany did not intend to “bleed” France
In contrast to subsequent representations by the Chief of Staff of the
German Army, Erich von Falkenhayn , [3] the original intention of
the attack was not to "bleed" the French army without spatial targets.
With this assertion made in 1920, Falkenhayn tried to give the unsuc-
cessful attack and the negative German myth of the "blood mill" an
alleged meaning.

EN Summary: Germany did intend to inflict mass casualties on France
Falkenhayn wrote in his memoir that he sent an appreciation of the
strategic situation to the Kaiser in December 1915, "...French General
Staff would be compelled to throw in every man they have. If they
do so the forces of France will bleed to death." The German strategy
in 1916 was to inflict mass casualties on the French, a goal achieved
against the Russians from 1914 to 1915, to weaken the French Army to
the point of collapse.

FR Summary: Germany did not intend to “bleed” France
According to the version that Falkenhayn gives of his plan in his
Memoirs after the war 15 , the goal is to engage in a battle at the loss ra-
tio favorable to the German army, and therefore to discourage France
to obtain the stop of the fights... Recent historical works, notably those
of the German historian Holger Afflerbach, cast doubt on the version
of Falkenhayn who claimed to want to "bleed dry" the French army.

IT Summary: Germany did intend to “bleed” France
... [I]n Verdun the purpose of the Falkenhayn offensive was to "bleed
the French army to death drop by drop." In the plans of the German
Chief of General Staff , the moral and propaganda importance of an
attack on Verdun would have meant that all the French effort was
poured into the defense of a stronghold considered to be of primary
importance for France.

Table 3.1: Segments of different-language articles that provide contrasting ac-
counts of a supposed German strategy to “bleed” France in the Battle of Ver-
dun. (Google Translate was used for German (DE), French (FR), and Italian (IT);
English (EN) is the original.)

We narrow our scope of analysis to national entities and their contexts, pos-

ing the following computationally-amenable question about the representation

of such entities:

RQ1: Do language editions focus more on their associated combatants?
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Here, our “focus” is limited to the combatant entity distributions. We measure

how much they vary among articles from different language editions about the

same event. Although an author’s preferred writing language is not equivalent

to an author’s nationality, language editions are known to reflect geopolitics in

images [103], cultural topics [268], and community participation [248]. There-

fore, we hypothesize the following:

H1: Languages associated with particular combatants will emphasize that

combatant more than others.

While entity distributions alone facilitate comparisons, the context in which

those entities appear may also contribute to subtle differences in perspective.

We incorporate context by using (subject, relation, object) tuples filtered for the

geopolitical entities used above, asking the second question:

RQ2: Is there a language edition that is most corroborated by every other

language edition?

We operationalize our understanding of “corroborate” by measuring how tu-

ples from different language editions are grouped (or not) when clustered in a

semi-supervised scheme. Differences between language editions are expected,

but the gap between languages associated with Germany and Italy and the lan-

guages associated with the United States, Britain and France might be expected

to have more overlap in their accounts of battles, given wartime alliances:

H2: The German (DE) and Italian (IT) language editions of Wikipedia will

overlap more in facts than the English (EN) and French (FR) language edi-
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tions. EN, being the sizable language edition, might be expected to be most

corroborated by every other language edition.

Contributions. In a quantitative analysis of entity distributions related to

language-country association, we find a language edition associated with a par-

ticular country does tend to emphasize that country more than other language

editions do (H1 validated). An additional contribution is an approach to re-

veal conflicting or corroborating tuples by using a downstream diagnostic battle

outcome inference task. The results of this task indicate that several factors dis-

cussed in more detail below affect representation quality.

We demonstrate that though there are more instances of standalone tuples,

clustering facts based on similarity across language editions and averaging their

representation yields a representation that is more linearly correlated with battle

outcome. The results of our outcome prediction task suggest that different lan-

guage editions provide complementary information and models benefit from

using all language versions rather than just one.

In this work, we describe multilingual Wikipedia articles. But there are

parallels to news articles from different broadcasters and countries that pro-

duce documents covering the same events. A possible extension is to identify

domain-specific indicators of differences in opinion in scenarios where a pre-

built lexicon is not immediately available, but multiple perspectives are. An-

other possible application of this methodology is as a diagnostic tool to identify

potential sources of bias in Wikipedia datasets.
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3.3 Related work

There is prior work extracting relations between and events involving geopolit-

ical entities from text [203, 49, 175, 98, 258] as well as a survey [115]. We focus

on managing and comparing descriptions of such relations across different lan-

guage communities [181, 241]. (Of course, multilingual parallel and comparable

corpora have been a mainstay of machine translation since its beginnings.)

3.3.1 Multilingual Wikipedia

Our research is primarily a study of the relationship between a Wikipedia ar-

ticle’s content and its relationship to the corresponding article in another lan-

guage edition. Other work compares Wikipedia language editions from the per-

spective of the geography associated with an article [162], the imagery of articles

[103, 220], and perspectives of colingual groups on common topics [268]. Our

project is closely aligned in spirit with other analyses of how wars are described

across different language communities in Wikipedia [85, 310, 38, 151]

3.3.2 Wikipedia and information extraction

Wikipedia has served various purposes outside of its obvious role as an open-

edited, free encyclopedia. After years of studies on Wikipedia’s information

quality [260, 9, 152], more recent work focuses more on leveraging it to answer

questions [51], populate knowledge bases [105, 295], and generate summary

tables [168]. The former line of work more directly questions the quality of
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WWI WWII
Rank Lang No. 0 En Lang No. 0 En

1 EN 606 — EN 2958 —
2 FR 373 23% FR 1358 10%
3 IT 327 7% IT 888 10%
4 DE 225 16% DE 788 5%

Table 3.2: Number of retrieved distinct identifiers for Wikipedia articles listed
under the WWI or WWII battle categories. (Recall that we restricted attention to
Latin-script languages for countries with the most casualties.) “0 En” columns:
% of articles in that language without an English-language equivalent.

Wikipedia content. We do not assess the quality of information directly, but

rather assess the prevalence of certain pieces of information. Our work is similar

to the latter line of work in that we attempt to simplify Wikipedia content to a

few phrases for analysis. Our work differs from prior work in that it does not

extract snippets from a larger body of text to fill in answers. Rather, it compares

snippets from multiple language editions.

3.4 Data collection

Our corpus of battle descriptions is collected from multiple language editions

of Wikipedia. To identify potential candidate articles for download, we take the

names of articles listed under the English language categories “Battles of World

War I” and “Battles of World War II”1 and corresponding categories in other

language editions (e.g., Battaglie_della_prima_guerra_mondiale) identified by

interlanguage Wikilinks for German, French, and Italian. These languages were

selected because they are the primary languages employing Latin script used

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Battles_of_World_War_I,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Battles_of_World_War_II
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by combatant countries with the largest recorded casualties.2

Different language editions do encompass different sets of articles, with

some articles available in only a subset of data. So even if the communities

are comprised of the same individuals with the same aims in every language

edition, the output is non-equivalent for all languages. In total, our dataset has

765 distinct WWI battles and 3430 distinct WWII battles.

See Table 3.2 for the distribution across language editions.

WWI
DE EN FR IT

german german german german
british british british british
french french french french
russian germans germans germans
army russian france russian
germans ottoman russian italian
division ( german empire france ottoman germany
italian russians germany france
german empire belgian italian russians
austria germany armenian russia
france allied austro austrian
hungary armenian austria austro
reserve division italian hungary ottoman
army corps russia turkish turkish
russians austria somme army
category belgium allied belgian
austrian uk russians allied
reserve corps hungary ottomans italy
weblinks romanian italy meuse
germany turkish serbian belgium

WWII
DE EN FR IT

german german german german
japanese japanese japanese japanese
british british british british
soviet italian french italian
american soviet germans soviet
us french soviet germans
allied germans american french
germans allied us american
italian us germany us
french american france allied
army germany allied germany
americans france italian italy
france japan japan france
infantry division axis americans americans
category united states united states japan
polish dutch soviets soviets
dutch chinese polish polish
germany the united states dutch axis
japan italy italy army
the red army italians category chinese

Table 3.3: Top 20 most frequent non-pronoun, non-individual-human terms per
language (after→Spanish→English translation) automatically tagged as geopo-
litical named entities in our World War I (left) and World War II (right) corpora.

After the names of battle articles in different languages are collected, they

are disambiguated by linking them to a Wikidata item identifier known as a

QID, obtained by querying the WikiData API. QIDs link articles across different

language editions, and we use the reduced set of QIDs to identify all language

editions of each article. Though there is still a bias for articles grouped under the

2We repeat that the restriction to Latin script is an attempt to minimize processing differences
between languages. Moving to a larger set of more diverse languages is a direction for future
work.
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“Battles of World War I” and “Battles of World War II” categories, this additional

step reduces the likelihood that we are collecting data only visible from English

Wikipedia. For example, the DE version of Wikipedia tends to have fewer ar-

ticles, possibly because they conceptualize warfare differently (e.g., campaigns

instead of actions).

Full-text content is then downloaded from Wikipedia using the PetScan in-

terface3. The next section discusses how this data is further cleaned and parti-

tioned.

3.5 Associated languages and entities

Initially, all battle articles listed under the battle categories in each of the four

languages are collected. But because this work compares language editions,

only the intersection of the four language editions is used. This results in 131

articles for World War I and 414 articles for World War II. This subset is then

processed as described below.

3.5.1 Processing articles

Our approach requires the use of open-domain information extraction, which

has until recently been largely restricted to English, so all articles must be trans-

lated to English for our method. To compensate for translation noise in our non-

English articles, all articles (including English articles) are translated to “new”,

3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:PetScan
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of reference proportions, as discussed in §3.5.3. All lan-
guage editions mention Germany significantly more than other language edi-
tions (see yellow bars), but they all mention their associated combatant more
than other language editions mention that combatant (see diagonal of dashed
boxes).
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fifth language, Spanish, and then to English using Google Translate.4 Impor-

tantly, we subject English to potential translation errors to avoid privileging it

as the only language under consideration that would not have undergone trans-

lation otherwise.

Translation. Using different language revisions enables us to probe differ-

ences across groups of editors employing the same language. On the other

hand, although the original language of the articles is expected to give the most

accurate distinctions, we choose to work with translated versions of the articles

so that we can apply a standardized set of NLP tools developed for English. To

avoid privileging the originally-English articles, all language versions are first

translated to a new language (Spanish, given that there are many high-quality

machine translation models between Spanish and other languages) before being

then retranslated into English via Google Translate.

Text cleaning The collected articles are in xml format, complete with inter-

nal links, templates, and other artifacts. The article text is sentence- and word-

tokenized; then, internal links are simplified to the alt-text only, and we remove

templates including infoboxes, inline references, and text starting from the sec-

tion headers “References” and “See also”.

Named entity tagging. Though there are two major sides in these wars, there

are numerous combatants. We use a named entity tagger to identify geopolitical

entities and persons. Manual inspection of the entities in the context of the

4We employed only European languages to stay within a family of relatively related lan-
guages; future work can be more ambitious about language choices.
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article is used to identify ties to a single political entity. Alliances of entities

(e.g., Allied Powers) are considered separately.

Associating entities with nations/alliances. Recall our first research question

is related to the combatant distributions across language editions.

One difficulty is associating a particular entity with a combatant nation, due

to issues with granularity and type of reference: American entities may be re-

ferred to as the United States (nation name), Eisenhower (leadership), 333rd Field

Artillery Battalion (military unit), or they (pronoun). To address this issue, a list

of nations, leaders grouped by nation, and military units by nation are collected

for each article from English Wikipedia categories and pages. (We exclude pro-

nouns and entities not clearly identified by nationality as existing coreference

tools did not prove reliable enough on our data.) Though this does not encom-

pass all entities mentioned in our corpus, it does capture prominent entities.

3.5.2 Entity-count statistics

In total, there are 88,317 entities in our WWI corpus and 274,713 entities in our

WWII corpus. Table 3.3 lists the most common non-pronoun non-person gram-

matical subjects in our World War I and World War II data.

The most prominent national entity across all language editions by far is

Germany. This is to be expected given that in both wars Germany was engaged

with combatants on both the Eastern Front and the Western Front, whereas most

other combatants only appear on one Front. In the World War I corpus, the

British are the second most common national entity subject. In the World War II
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corpus, the Japanese are the second most prominent national entity. Not shown

here is a list of PERSON entities. The most frequent persons listed in those

tables are, surprisingly, battle in WWI and, unsurprisingly, Hitler in WWII. Our

tags do contain noise. The word battle should not be tagged as a person, but it

was tagged so across all language editions. The spaCy [108] en_core_web_sm

model was used to obtain named entity and part-of-speech information.

3.5.3 Associated-language test (RQ1)

In the introduction, we hypothesized that languages associated with a combat-

ant country would reference that combatant as a subject more than any other

combatant. To evaluate our hypothesis, we compare the relative proportion

of counts per article of self-references (i.e., references to a nation by its associ-

ated language) to other-references (i.e., references to a nation by other languages).

Each other-reference is normalized by the number of other languages (i.e., 3) for

a more balanced comparison to other self-references. Though doing so reduces

statistical power, instances are grouped by war for better analysis.

Figure 3.1 is a stacked barplot of the self-reference and other-reference pro-

portions in our dataset. To test significance between populations, we use the

Mann-Whitney U test implementation in scipy [278], as our population sizes

differ between the “self” country reference group and the “other” countries ref-

erence group and are non-normally distributed. When using a Bonferroni cor-

rection of 2 on a p-value threshold of 0.01 since a test was run for each war, our

p-values for both WWI (5.46e-6) and WWII (8.61e-4) are significant at <0.005.

Though the data are not normally distributed, the self-reference distribution
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suggests that our hypothesis H1 is supported (i.e., languages associated with

particular nations are more likely to mention those nations than ones that are

not).

A breakdown of references by language edition and country reveals more

nuance, with self-references highlighted by the dashed borders. The signifi-

cance of the above test may be attributed in part to DE’s many self-references

and other language editions’ many other-references to DE. This is likely because

Germany’s engagement on both Eastern and Western fronts made it a more

common reference overall. That said, for every language version, the propor-

tion of self-references is greater than references to that country in other language

editions. This indicates there is indeed a tendency to emphasize the countries

commonly associated with these languages. We consider H1 validated.

3.6 Tuple Clusters

While the entities alone indicate a preference for language editions to reference

their associated countries more, the context in which they occur may aid our

understanding of why these differences in distribution occur. We hypothesized

that overlap among languages may be more likely between English and French

accounts and German and Italian accounts than any combination of the two.

But overlap alone says little about why accounts may differ.

We simplify article text to (subject, object, relation) tuples. Solely as a means

to validate the quality of representation, a domain-specific outcome inference

task is used. The intuition is that a better representation should enable a linear

classifier to learn a correlation between outcome and text, among other proper-
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ties.

3.6.1 Extracting tuples and clustering

Tuple extraction. Once all articles are translated, (subject, relation, object) tu-

ples are extracted with the Stanford NLP Toolkit’s OpenIE implementation [6].

This system was chosen instead of a neural approach to limit the possibility that

information is hallucinated or generated that was not in the original text (such

problems are known to occur in neural models such as Imojie [147]).

One problem is that essentially redundant tuples may be considered distinct.

Consider the following tuples:

1. EN: (’sides’, ’suffered casualties with’, ’numbers of soldiers succumbing to

freezing’)

2. EN: (’sides’, ’suffered casualties with’, ’large numbers of soldiers suc-

cumbing to freezing’)

The only difference between (1) and (2) is the adjective “large” in the object. To

address this problem, we group tuples by subject and relation per article sec-

tion (e.g., == Aftermath ==) and take only the tuple within each group with the

longest object (in tokens). No subject should be a substring of another subject,

and no relation should be a substring of another relation. Hence, tuple (2) would

be retained and (1) discarded.

Tuple representation. Following prior work [150], averaged word embed-

dings are used to represent text content. As a baseline, we compare this against
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a 1- to 3-gram bag-of-words.

We begin with a basic representation of tuple t that doesn’t distinguish be-

tween subject, object, and verb (relation) status:

vsro =
1
|t|

∑
w∈t

emb(w) (3.1)

where emb() is a mapping of w to a pretrained vector. This reflects our naive

hypothesis that treating an entity (e.g., France) as an object is not distinct from

treating it as the subject. We also compare a pre-trained embedding (GLoVe

[216]) and an embedding trained on our corpus (using fasttext) only to assess the

extent to which the context of World War conflict influences a model. Though

GLoVe is trained on more data, the nature of conflict may contravene typical

associative assumptions and domain-specific words (especially entities) may be

dropped. Both vectors are of dimension 100. This dimension was chosen be-

cause previous studies suggest that dimensions on the order of 100 are relatively

similar in performance but better than those with dimensions on the order of 10

[234]. In the case of GLoVe, a random vector was assigned to out-of-vocabulary

words. The fasttext embeddings were trained using a character n-gram of max-

imum size 3 and a learning rate of 0.05. These embeddings are trained over the

combined corpus (both WWI and WWII). Words appearing in fewer than 0.1%

of tuples are excluded to manage the number of features and prevent overfit-

ting.

The first representation neglects the structure denoted by the tuple. But this

may be harmful in cases where distinguishing the subject and the object tuple

matters (e.g., (France, defeated, Germany) is distinct from (Germany, defeated,
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1st lang Tuples contributed to cluster
DE (’German armed forces’, ’lost will’, ’resist’)
DE (’German positions’, ’against Army is’,

’United Kingdom’)
DE (’British troops’, ’Only announced’,

’their victory at Battle of Havrincourt’)
DE (’German forces’, ’lost will’, ’resist’)
EN (’Germans’, ’could consolidate’, ’their posi-

tions’)
EN (’American forces’, ’face’, ’difficult task’)
EN (’Germans’, ’encouraged’, ’Allies’)
EN (’Germans’, ’were’, ’weakening’)
FR (’German divisions’, ’6 at’, ’least’)
FR (’German army’, ’withdraw until’, ’Novem-

ber 11 1918’)
IT (’advance’, ’would’, ’would also backed by

300 machine guns’)

Table 3.4: An example multilingual (s, r, o) cluster obtained from articles on the
1918 Battle of Havrincourt. The component tuples, while from four distinct
languages, generally correspond to the “tuple” that the Germans were unable
to hold their position against British troops.

France)). To address this, a 300-dimensional representation is concatenated to

vsro. The mean vector for each word in the subject (s), relation (r), and object (o)

is calculated as above and concatenated as follows:

v(t) = [vs; vr; vo] (3.2)

Though the structure of v(t) ensures that the word France as an object is distinct

from France as a subject, similar tuples may be written in the passive voice in one

language and not another. To combat the issue of word order, v(t) is concatenated

to vsro to form the second feature vector used:

v(t)
f inal = [vs; vr; vo; vsro] (3.3)
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Clustering tuples into tuples. The ultimate goal is to group similar tuples

from different language versions in such a way that we minimize the size of

the clusters — so that the included tuples should be more similar — while max-

imizing heterogeneity of within-cluster source languages, that is, the number

of source languages represented in the cluster. To address both limits, we im-

plement a hierarchical K-means clustering algorithm with thresholds for cluster

sizes. Euclidean distance is used to measure (dis)similarity among instances.

Clusters are recursively split until they contain fewer than 16 instances. Ta-

ble 3.4 shows an example cluster.

Because word embeddings may associate words by type (e.g., tuples with

Germany and France as subjects appear in the same cluster), an additional one-

hot vector is prepended to v(t)
f inal to split tuple clusters along country lines when

clustering.

v(t)
cluster = [ade; aen; afr; ait; v(t)

f inal] (3.4)

Here, a<language> is 1 if the associated language occurs in the subject of the

tuple, otherwise 0. A single cluster can be represented by the mean of all v(t)
cluster

tuple representations in the cluster. It is this mean vector that is used in the

following experiments.

3.6.2 Validating representation quality

To assess the quality of the proposed representations, we use the outcome of the

battle as a target to evaluate the extent these representations implicitly attribute

advantages to (or minimize disadvantages of) combatants. For this task, the

input is a tuple representation and the output is the outcome (e.g., 0 if Germans
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WWI tuples WWI clusters
feature F1 recall prec F1 recall prec

majority 0.372 0.500 0.297 0.286 0.500 0.201
#words 0.372 0.500 0.297 0.375 0.500 0.299
#tuples 0.372 0.500 0.297 0.375 0.500 0.299
bowsro 0.467 0.523 0.560 0.609 0.610 0.635
bow f inal 0.475 0.520 0.545 0.604 0.605 0.622
vsro (G) 0.392 0.506 0.616 0.536 0.555 0.585
v f inal (G) 0.431 0.516 0.581 0.531 0.539 0.548
vsro (F) 0.435 0.521 0.616 0.562 0.573 0.604
v f inal (F) 0.468 0.533 0.613 0.602 0.602 0.616

WWII tuples WWII clusters
F1 recall prec F1 recall prec

0.378 0.500 0.304 0.317 0.500 0.232
0.378 0.500 0.304 0.349 0.500 0.268
0.378 0.500 0.304 0.349 0.500 0.268
0.502 0.545 0.617 0.573 0.586 0.608
0.508 0.547 0.611 0.583 0.591 0.607
0.468 0.533 0.636 0.602 0.616 0.650
0.512 0.553 0.638 0.606 0.621 0.660
0.537 0.569 0.658 0.633 0.642 0.675
0.567 0.586 0.663 0.662 0.669 0.706

Table 3.5: Battle outcome inference results using several representations. (F)
denotes the use of fasttext vectors, while (G) denotes GLoVe. On the left side
of each table are the results obtained when using individual tuples as instances.
On the right side are the results obtained when using the mean of a cluster’s
tuple representations as instances.
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Figure 3.2: Bar chart showing the standard deviation in the proportion of lan-
guage tuples in a subset of clusters defined by the presence of at least one tuple
of a particular language. The cluster subsets defined by the presence of FR tu-
ples in both WWI and WWII tend to have a balanced mix of tuples from DE, EN,
and IT.

won, otherwise 1). Not every tuple is expected to directly correspond to the

outcome, but any tuple that does should benefit from a better representation as

indicated by an increase in model precision. In our experiments, we employ

3-fold cross-validation; for each fold, we fit a logistic regression model using

the scikit-learn implementation [214]. The regularization parameter C is tuned

over the range [0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0]. The results of evaluating the model on a
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held-out test set are shown in Table 3.5.

Results. The bag-of-words (bow) representation presents a competitive base-

line, particularly for WWI, as do the smaller vsro representations. The WWII cor-

pus benefits from the word embedding representation across the board, though.

(Bear in mind that it is approximately 4 times larger than the WWI corpus.)

Additionally, averaging the tuple representations per cluster yields even better

outcome inference results — for example, on WWII using fasttext, F1 goes from

.567 for unclustered to .662 for clustered — likely because of the larger context

on which it draws in comparison to a single tuple.

Though there are fewer instances, using clusters is more advantageous in

outcome inference than using individual tuples suggesting that the context de-

rived from grouping similar tuples is useful for corroborating outcomes. Part of

this effect may be due to complementary information from different language

editions. Using v(t)
cluster, we turn to our second research question regarding the

overlap between language editions with clusters.

3.6.3 Measuring corroboration via cluster composition (RQ2)

To measure language heterogeneity in the tuples, each language (l1) is paired

with every other unique language (l2) counted in the cluster. The count of oc-

currences of l2 is then divided by the total number of tuples for that language.

Correcting in this way, rather than using simple overlap, is intended to reduce

the effects of population size (e.g., there being more EN tuples than FR tuples

means the former are more likely to end up in any cluster by chance). This in
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Figure 3.3: Tuple clusters may have large variation in composition (e.g., EN tu-
ples) or little variation (e.g., FR tuples).

turn helps us to better assess semantic (dis)agreement among language editions.

Figure 3.2 shows that the tuples with FR language tend to co-exist in a bal-

anced manner with tuples from other languages in both the WWI and WWII

data; this is true even though FR has the fewest tuples of all the language edi-

tions. One possible explanation may be that though the French language ver-

sion contains fewer tuples, each tuple tends to be corroborated by other lan-

guage versions. See Table 3.6 for the total number of tuples. In contrast, EN

tends to be the most variable in its proportions. Though FR clusters include EN

tuples in a similar proportion to all other tuples, EN includes a much smaller

proportion of FR tuples. These results partially contradict our hypothesis that

the overlap would be greatest between FR and EN and between DE and IT. We

consider H2 as not validated.
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WWI WWII
Lang Tuples Clusters Tuples Clusters

DE 181,456 78.5% 526,290 77.5%
EN 184,795 81.0% 504,085 69.8%
FR 107,879 69.6% 376,489 69.8%
IT 133,041 69.5% 532,223 76.3%

Table 3.6: Counts and cluster coverage of tuples extracted from the World War
I and World War II corpora using the Stanford OpenIE system. The “Clusters”
columns indicate the proportion of clusters in which the languages appear. De-
spite FR having the least number of shared clusters, it is still the least biased
language edition of the four under these circumstances.

3.7 Conclusion of main experiments

In this work, we introduced a methodology for identifying information upon

which language editions agree and disagree by applying open-domain infor-

mation extraction and unsupervised learning to English translations of articles.

Our results indicate that (1) language editions tend to mention their associated

country more than other language editions mention the same country and (2)

the FR language edition align with other language editions’ accounts more than

the reverse. Result (1) confirms other work on geopolitical tendencies of multi-

lingual Wikipedia, though FR had the least self-emphasis. Result (2) was more

surprising; it implies that FR Wikipedia may have a more limited though bal-

anced account than other language editions even though it is one of the smallest

language editions. The EN edition, though sizable, clearly has a large portion of

tuples not corroborated by any other language edition. More qualitative analy-

sis is needed to confirm what is in the uncorroborated clusters.

Limitations There are limitations to using machine translation for historical

analysis. The noise introduced by the translation process may have still left
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lingering problems. For example, the EN edition may still be the best translated

language, possibly leading its tuples to clump together simply because other

language edition tuples have too much noise. Additionally, good translation

may be to expensive to scale to all Wikipedia articles. Information is lost in

other ways as well. To avoid issues regarding nuance, articles are reduced to a

set of simple (subject, relation, object) tuples. The vector representations used

were also evaluated on downstream tasks before use in our second experiment.

A more nuanced approach may be to include full sentences or equally sized

token n-grams without any word removal.

Future work There are several possible directions for future work. Regarding

tasks, it may be of interest to NLP practitioners to understand the impact the

information imbalances have on downstream tasks such as translation. For the

language communities themselves, it may be useful to be aware of the gaps in

the accounts they are writing. To make this more useful for them, an impor-

tant step would be to expand to other languages; our analysis is limited to four

languages. Future work should include articles from languages correlated with

combatants on the Western and Pacific front.

Ultimately, more conclusive results will require a better model of the com-

munity dynamics and citation practices of editors, especially over time as well

as more qualitative analysis of the differences between language editions. We

aim to continue this work with the hope it encourages interest and advances in

the overlap of computational, historical, and cultural analysis.
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3.8 Conclusion

Because of the way article actions and talk page interactions are publicly

recorded via revision histories, Wikipedia lends itself to a number of natural

language processing tasks. The similarity between Wikipedia articles in distinct

languages has been known and well-studied, particularly for the purpose of

training translation models. The differences between language editions has re-

ceived less attention, and the attention it has received has largely been related

to cultural studies. This work attempts to highlight and quantify the bias each

language edition has towards associated entities. The DE, EN, FR, and IT lan-

guage editions mention German-speaking, English-speaking, French-speaking,

and Italian-speaking entities more, respectively. When it comes to incorporat-

ing more contextual information, the FR version (though smaller) overlaps with

ever other language edition more than other language editions overlap with it.

This suggests that it is the most neutral point of view in our corpus of battle

articles.

Contributions. This chapter introduces a method of contrasting articles to

identify aspects of language community attitudes towards World War I battles.

There is no one state-of-the-art model, as research in the area is limited by the

lack of multilingual datasets. The gap is only widened by the lack of multilin-

gual open domain information extraction models at the time. To overcome both,

we introduce a translation step using a commercial API. In summary, this work

has the following contributions:

• an account of language edition relationship to combatants;
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• the identification of battle outcome as one value check; and

• a method for semi-supervised corroboration which may aid article neu-

trality vetting.

While this approach is only applied to Wikipedia articles on World War I

battles, news articles are a natural next step towards generalizing this method.

It is clear that, in Wikipedia, action and dialogue are intertwined. But does

this extend to other kinds of articles? In particular, what is the extent to which

stance be modeled in discussions of a particular assessment community? This

led to our next set of experiments investigating discussions of a wider variety

of Wikipedia articles.

Broader implications. How differences between language editions should be

treated requires more work on the social and political side of this problem. The

latter part of this chapter attempts to do preliminary work characterizing the

social interactions between multilingual users and monolingual users and the

effects of those interactions on article composition. Ultimately, addressing the

question of the meaning of these differences and how they should be addressed

is out of scope for this work. But FR Wikipedia appears to be the most balanced

account of these battles. Perhaps, if we value neutrality in our data language

editions such as the FR version could be used to good effect. Possible reasons

for this neutrality could be the willingness to engage with other languages (e.g.,

a polyglot tendency over a monoglot tendency). Being able to cite more sources

than ones in a single language could make it easier to obtain more perspectives.

See Appendix B for more information about the interaction dynamics that occur

on the EN battle article talk pages.
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CHAPTER 4

POLICY INVOCATION AS CONTEXT

In Chapter 3, the Wikipedia battle articles are compared to one another to

identify possible Neutral Point of View violations; they serve as both base doc-

uments and context documents. But there are more values than neutrality in

Wikipedia, but they are only implicitly available in the document form. Thank-

fully, these values, including Neutral Point of View, are documented in an ever

growing number of policies and guidelines for article writing [42, 134]. To co-

ordinate and create articles that adhere to these policies, editors discuss article

edits in the corresponding talk pages [141]. The production of Wikipedia ar-

ticles is a highly collaborative process, with coordination taking place on the

corresponding article talk pages [73]. It is known that Wikipedia editors will

explicitly state their reasons for modifying their article and their intention to co-

ordinate with other editors. This has been exploited to modeling action-driving

dialogue successfully [120]. It is also known that talk page conversations may

devolve into arguments in this setting though [308].

To find a better alignment between article quality and article discussion,

we turn the lens of investigation to Wikipedia’s Featured Article community.

The Featured Article community reviews articles nominated by dedicated edi-

tors who want the article to appear on English Wikipedia’s front page. It pro-

vides a signal of quality (acceptance / rejection of the article) and context for

that decision (nomination discussion). During this process, we observe that

Wikipedia’s values are invoked explicitly using links or implicitly using highly

coded phrases. Article outcomes are decided on the merit of reviewer argu-

ments rather than popular vote. So referencing Wikipedia’s policies and guide-
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lines is likely done in an effort to justify the importance of a reviewers claims in

terms of Wikipedia’s values.

What if a model was trained to score the article? In theory, it could lessen

the load of reviewers. This is similar to automated writing evaluation [265]

and automated reviewing [286]. The base document is the article itself, and the

inference task is the article’s outcome. This is the basis of work that was done

with Esin Durmuş, Lillian Lee, and Claire Cardie.

But what need would we have for a context document? While technically a

model may be trained directly on an article’s submission version and its even-

tual outcome (rejection or acceptance), a value-sensitive approach requires in-

vestigating community values and the way they prioritize those values. To bet-

ter align an article scoring with FAC values, we consider the use case of incor-

porating the discussions as context documents in an automated article scoring

task.

But first, are the reviewers’ policy invocations consistent with article out-

comes? Jumping to using reviewer data risks replicating existing biases with

little accountability. This chapter sets out to identify possible social biases in

the FAC process as a step towards value-sensitive writing evaluating. To ac-

count for other kinds of reviewer-nominator bias, contextual factors such as the

experience of the nominator and the chronological ordering of comments are

contrasted with policy invocations. To check that the FAC nomination discus-

sions are consistent with the stated Featured Article Criteria, the nomination

discussion becomes the base document and the policies become the context

document. The inference task remains nomination outcome prediction.
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4.1 Task Introduction

The process of evaluating nominations of articles for Featured Article status in

English Wikipedia is an excellent case study for examining how a long-running

community has used and prioritized (or failed to appeal to) written criteria in

making important evaluative judgments.

Nominated articles undergo the rigorous Featured Article Candidate evalu-

ation process (FAC), wherein reviewers publicly discuss the article’s merits and

flaws. Review comments may include mention of written policy and guide-

lines,1 which can be considered a form of grounding for the reviewer’s judg-

ment. We examine how much “weight” the invocation of policies, jointly and

separately and explicitly or implicitly, appears to have in the ultimate accep-

tance/rejection decision. We summarize our investigation in the following re-

search questions:

RQ 1: What policy invocations are invoked in Featured Article Candidate

discussions?

RQ 2: How are policy invocations correlated with article outcomes?

RQ 3: When are policy invocations used in nomination discussions?

To address these research questions, we use more than 10 years worth of dis-

cussions from the Featured Article Candidates archives in English Wikipedia.

RQ1 is addressed via extracting corpus statistics on policy invocations; the data

1Henceforth, we use the shorthand “policy” for both policy and guidelines.
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Description Nomination Text

Metadata Wish You Were Here (Pink Floyd album); Nominator(s): Parrot
of Doom (talk) 10:12, 27 August 2009 (UTC); Featured article
candidates/Wish You Were Here (Pink Floyd album)/archive1

Nominator Ok so it isn’t quite the greatest rock album ever like DSotM, but
its probably up there in the top ten and certainly ranks top of
some people’s lists. Its slightly shorter than I’d like but that’s
more down to a paucity of written material than anything else
(DSotM has entire books written about it, WYWH does not).
[REDACTED] (talk) 10:12, 27 August 2009 (UTC)

Reviewer
#1

Comment. The alt text is quite good and very detailed, but
it’s a bit long; see WP:ALT#Brevity. Relatively unimportant
details like “The sky is blue with no clouds.” can be omitted.
[REDACTED] (talk) 08:30, 28 August 2009 (UTC)

Reviewer
#2

Comment I’ll give a more thorough review later, but here are a
few right off the bat:
* discogs.com is not reliable in the same way that IMDb is not
reliable, as they’re both user-generated. You’ve double sourced
the release information you’re citing anyway, so unless I’m mis-
taken removing the discogs citation doesn’t change anything.
* Reference 45 seems to be broken; check over this real quick,
seems like a simple fix. It’s evident from the ref name alone
exactly what you were trying to cite.
* Same issue as DSotM on the formatting of the “Sales chart per-
formance” table.
* Another minor issue, which also came up with DSotM; I’m not
sure how exactly this is fixed, but it bothers me that the titles of
web references are italicized and not in quotes as they should
be. Can someone explain why this is?
–[REDACTED] (talk) 07:48, 29 August 2009 (UTC)

Table 4.1: Example excerpt from a FAC-nomination conversation. It includes ex-
plicit policy invocations (e.g., WP:ALT#Brevity) and implicit policy invocations
(e.g., not reliable and Reference). Reviewer names are [REDACTED] for privacy.
Our goal is to understand the implications of the pattern of usage of policy in-
vocations for the outcome of the article.

processing and collection methods are discussed in §4.3 and §4.3.1. In §4.4, the

data are then used to train a logistic regression model to address RQ 2, where

our hypotheses are encoded as features of the conversation, participants, and
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article metadata. Discussion features are treated as fixed effects and categories

are treated as random effects; we report both correlation coefficients and model

performance and discuss their implications. In §4.5, we address RQ 3 with a

Cox-regression test comparing the time to first explicit and implicit policy invo-

cations for both promoted and unpromoted nominations.

We initially hypothesize that policy invocations are generally more nega-

tively correlated with promotion, given the history of policies being used to

flag problems in articles and spur corrective action [42, 226, 212]. If so, ref-

erences to Wikipedia’s Verifiability policy would be anti-correlated with pro-

motion, in line with work on characterizing escalation patterns in Wikipedia’s

Articles for Deletion discussions [118]. Our results indicate, though, that while

the Reliable Source guideline and Original Research policy are correlated with

nonpromotion, verifiability mentions are correlated with promotion. With re-

spect to prediction results, we note that including invocation-context features

improves article outcome prediction. We also highlight instances where a bag-

of-words model outperforms one trained with policy invocations.

While the Featured Article Criteria, the rules by which FA candidates are

meant to be evaluated by, might be thought to be determining factors in the

eventual outcome, we also investigate other possibilities. Nominator attributes

such as experience, community involvement, and choice of topic may also af-

fect their interaction with the reviewers; similarly, reviewer experience may in-

dicate how likely the are to assess a nomination negatively. We do find that

one can predict an article’s outcome within the first few reviewer comments us-

ing only policy invocation features, and that these features improve a model’s

performance even in the presence of features derived from the number of re-
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view comments, nominator experience and history, and article category. This

work validates the consistency of the Featured Articles Candidate nomination

process with respect to the policies and guidelines described in the Featured Ar-

ticle Criteria. This may have implications for downstream tasks such as writing

assessment and tools for policy automation and support.

How are policy invocations relevant to problems facing contemporary plat-

forms? Fact-checking and claim verification has become an increasingly popu-

lar task with more data resources available for training automated fact-checking

models [99, 267, 13]. Datasets for these tasks rely on the reliability of Wikipedia

[92], and communities such as FAC produce the some the most reliable content

using policy invocations to ground evaluation conversations [228].

4.2 Related Work

Our work builds on an extensive foundation of research on Wikipedia article

quality and collaborative writing. The goal of this work is to identify how pat-

terns of policy referencing relate to candidate outcomes, particularly in compar-

ison to other factors such as reputation and category.

4.2.1 Policy and guidelines in action in online communities

Why focus on references to policies? There is a strong precedent for working

with policies in Wikipedia research. Early on there were calls for more poli-

cies and vandalism prevention for quality control [55]. Around 2007, a sharp

decrease in the number of users and editors was identified and followed by
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recommendations for policy and future directions for Wikipedia [221]. Other

work followed, touting policies as a necessity for community coordination and

function [42, 26, 118]. One branch of later studies homes in on the signifi-

cantly slowed growth in Wikipedia that follows 2007 and new user encultur-

ation [261, 207, 193]. Another branch of work focuses on specific policies and

the edits that follow in the wake of their invocation [226, 114, 212, 228]. The

confluence of these branches is to define users by their edits in Talk pages and

articles [8, 10, 299]. While there has been work on community norms outside

of Wikipedia [50, 74, 288], Wikipedia lends itself to analysis with its transparent

policies and revision tracking. Furthermore, there is significant overlap in rules

even across language editions [117], which is encouraging for the potential to

generalize beyond English.

Perceptions of fairness Delivering decisions and negative feedback in a man-

ner that is conducive to work and improvement has long been studied in

applied psychology [17, 18, 156]. This research generally finds that specific,

prompt, conscientious, and actionable feedback is most effective and perceived

as more fair. Wikipedia guidelines offer advice for structuring sentences on a

semantic and syntactic level, thereby representing more specific and actionable

feedback. Policy invocations may occur throughout a review, but earlier invo-

cations may be more valued. In a grounded analysis of talk pages of English

Wikipedia, [149] have observed that ambiguity in how policy is invoked can

give rise to powerplays. But they find that overall policy generally facilitates

collaboration. [274] finds that gender plays a role in how articles are nominated

for deletion in AfD discussions; specifically, in Wikipedia’s biography articles,

women are more likely to be labeled as non-notable than biographies about men
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though both articles may meet Wikipedia’s standards for inclusion.

Policies for evaluating contributions Recent work has found that fixed at-

tributes such as author reputations are correlated with writing evaluation out-

comes [110, 272]. But FAC are promoted on the basis of the arguments for ac-

ceptance or rejection, not popular vote. In a study of Wikipedia’s Articles for

Deletion process, the extreme opposite of FAC, there is prior work on identify-

ing references to policies as both a source of contention and argument strength

[118]. Building upon this work has enabled the development of more tools for

automated policy enforcement [306]. The research into evaluating article con-

tent directly is a continuing effort to aid editors’ assessment of their work and

ease the burden on reviewers [2, 62]. But the Value-Sensitive Algorithm De-

sign framework highlights the adverse effects of modeling problems without

accounting for community values, such as the loss of new users who are de-

terred by bot edits [312]. Based on this framework, an analysis of Wikipedia

stakeholder values with respect to machine learning systems makes the follow-

ing recommendation: “[Recommendation 20:] To aid in community governance

efforts, algorithmic systems should provide mechanisms to assess the trustwor-

thiness of community members based on their community contributions and

behaviors” [255]. We hope our analyses can provide scalable accountability for

assessment processes on Wikipedia such as FAC.

4.2.2 Policies for conversational grounding

Why focus on policy references? We hypothesize that policy invocations are crit-

ical for grounding conversations in the Featured Article Criteria. Grounding is
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theorized to facilitate cooperation in conversation [56, 37, 25]. Designing mech-

anisms for grounding in impoverished contexts such as online text-online com-

munication such as Wikipedia is particularly critical [37]. In discussions found

on Wikipedia, invoking policy invocations is a salient way Wikipedia editors

may ground their discussion of article changes in the policies and guidelines

of Wikipedia. Prior work has looked into characterizing link-based referencing

patterns in terms of grounding behavior in collaborative code writing environ-

ments [55]. We argue that when hyperlinked, these policy invocations similarly

allow for easy access to the detailed pages of various rules, which are continu-

ally updated [117].

4.2.3 Featured Article Candidates

Why focus on policy invocations in the Featured Article Candidates (FAC) nomi-

nation discussions in English Wikipedia? Though studies have been done on aca-

demic papers [132, 272], privacy policies and conference resubmission make

it difficult to track specific submissions. Additionally, conference papers con-

tribute groundbreaking work. FAC specifically forbids original research and

discourages the submission of articles likely to be updated over time, two fac-

tors which make the evaluation of academic papers difficult. FAC is also one of

the more active assessment processes on Wikipedia, and the decisive outcome

for a large corpus of articles is useful for understanding the implications of pol-

icy invocations. English Wikipedia was chosen because of its size (in both user

population and article population) [139], the availability of natural language

processing tools in English (which we acknowledge limits generalizability) [22],

and its accessibility to the authors’ whose shared language is English. This is
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not to say that our results are only applicable to English Wikipedia, but that we

choose depth over breadth in this work. Our method is primarily dependent

upon the consistent use and identifiability of policy invocations. Additionally,

special care must be taken to account for differences among language editions

[189, 117], particularly as related to Featured Article review criteria.

Though we focus on this one community, we note that there is a signifi-

cant amount of work on socialization in Wikipedia [141, 287, 311, 256, 193, 194].

WikiProjects often serve as incubators for article development, wherein editors

can coordinate with one another around subjects of shared interest [256]. Ed-

itors can solicit feedback and recruit help through a WikiProjects, and certain

types of assessments (e.g., A-class article assessment) may be defined by a spe-

cific WikiProject[311]. An article may be of interest to multiple WikiProjects and

may be marked as such. We use Category as assigned by the Featured Article

listing as a proxy for understanding WikiProject influence, though we acknowl-

edge the limitations of assigning an article to a single representative category.

One category assignment may not capture the fact that multiple WikiProjects

may be invested in a single article, and identifying article topics is an area of ac-

tive research [140, 126]. Other work has looked into socialization and the role of

norms through Wikipedia’s Teahouse sub-community established for answer-

ing the common questions of newcomers [193, 194].

4.3 Featured Article Nominations

Nominators typically should have significantly contributed to an article under

consideration for Featured Article status, but any Wikipedian may participate
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Figure 4.1: Percent of nominated articles in a given Category (dark cir-
cles)/Subcategory (light circles) versus the log number of nominators in that
category. “+”s indicate truncation of category name. Dot size denotes num-
ber of nominations. Gray lines link Categories to Subcategories; line weight is
correlated with category proportion. Red dashed line indicates 50% acceptance
rate.

as a reviewer. For a nominated article to be accepted, it must not only satisfy

general content policies, but also meet a special set of Featured Article Criteria.

During the nomination period, reviewers discuss the article (see Figure 4.1 for

a conversation snippet); nominators may participate and submit revisions. Ac-

ceptance requires consensus among the reviewers that the FA criteria have been

met; whether consensus has occurred is determined by a small group of FAC

coordinators.

Our corpus is drawn from Wikipedia’s archive of Featured Article Candi-

dates reviews, dating back to 2004; we also make use of the fact that nominators

often record their submissions on their Talk pages. Because of the highly over-

lapping style of Wikipedia Talk pages, we use the diffs of review revisions to ob-
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tain a time-linear representation of the review conversation. While prior work

has found methods for extracting a tree structure from Wikipedia talk pages

[154], we choose to emphasize the chronological ordering to study nomination

survival (see § 4.5).

We extract policy invocations p, which may be explicit (i.e., mentioned di-

rectly by name) or implicit (see Figure 4.1 for examples) from review comments

by regular-expression matching (see §4.3.1). Note that p may be part of a de-

scription of a policy violation or part of a validation that there is no such viola-

tion, depending on context.

We may consider the outcome of a nomination to be a function of nomi-

nator experience or history hn, reviewer experience hr, article category c, article

subcategory c′, and set of policy references {pi}. We may also elect to include

a policy reference’s context, thus representing a policy invocation as a bag-of-

words vector pbow. A subset of policy invocations may also be used to separately

study implicit (pi and pi
text) and explicit usage (p j and p j

text).

Licensing Wikipedia data is available via the Creative Commons Attribution-

ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License [291]. Our code for data collection, processing,

and analyses will be made available upon article acceptance.

4.3.1 Parsing Discussions

The review discourse is a multi-turn dialogue between the nominators and re-

viewers. During the course of conversation, the article may be updated con-

tinuously as the reviewers re-read the article, make requests of the nominator,
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and assess the article’s progress. This culminates in a reviewer’s assertion of

supporting (e.g., “support’) or opposing (e.g., “oppose”/ “object”) the article’s

nomination, together with a brief explanation. We now describe our method for

parsing the discussions.

4.3.2 Piecing together conversation

A review is comprised of review comments. The comment text is extracted from

the review by applying a line-level diff method2 to subsequent review revisions

obtained through the Wikimedia API. The timestamp and editor’s username

are critical metadata used to identify the participant and time of the comment.

Though an informal thread structure may be created using indents, for the pur-

poses of this work comments are treated in a chronologically sequential man-

ner. Editors frequently edit their text with strikethrough tags to indicate that

it no longer applies in the review. Because struck text is often a duplicate of

earlier comments, it is removed. We emphasize, though, that the original com-

ment text — which appeared earlier in the review process — is retained.Review

discussions range in number of comments from as few as 3 to as many as 700.

To exclude outliers in length which may include desk rejects and extremely con-

troversial or complicated subjects, articles more than 3 standard deviations from

the mean in log number of comments are removed. Comments made by FACbot

or indicating promotion status are also removed.

2From the difflib library in Python.
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Policy explicit implicit

Article_size 48 21
Citing_sources 307 45
Featured_article_criteria 521 5820
Manual_of_Style 4430 35362
Neutral_point_of_view 187 2625
No_original_research 317 3079
Non-free_content_criteria 382 1758
Notability 25 1976
Reliable_sources 427 6844
Summary_style 74 2007
Verifiability 369 1780

Table 4.2: Counts of implicit and explicit references retrieved from the training
set of nomination reviews under stricter. Implicit references are derived from
alt text phrases co-occurring with an explicit policy invocation > 1 time.

4.3.3 Identifying policy invocations

Policy invocations are a means by which reviewers can strengthen their argu-

ment for support or opposition. Figure 4.1 shows some example comments with

and without policy invocations. Table 4.2 lists the most common policy invoca-

tions at FAC, including counts for implicit and explicit mentions. We addresses

RQ1 by highlighting that policies like Verifiability and Neutrality rank highly,

but guidelines such as Manual of Style, Citing Sources, and Reliable Sources are

more pervasive. Implicit mentions outnumber explicit mentions by at least a

magnitude.

Explicit policy invocations Policy invocations are first identified by a

regex search for internal Wikipedia short links of the form [[WP:TAG]],

[[Wikipedia:TAG]], or [[MOS:TAG]]. Multiple tags may be used to link to

each policy; for example, the Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view page may

be linked to by [[WP:NPOV]], [[WP:POV]], [[WP:WEIGHT|undue weight]],
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Policy Implicit keywords

Manual of Style accessibility, accessible, alt, alt text, alt texts, alternative
text, alternative texts, avoid self references, captions,
click here, consistency, context, dash, dashes, easter egg
(+61 more)

Verifiability policy, reliability, reliable source, reliable sources,
self-published, self-published source, self-published
sources, self-publisher, self-publishing company, verifi-
ability, verifiable, verification, verify

Citing sources bundling, citing sources
Neutral point
of view

due weight, fairly and without bias, neutral, neutral
point of view, neutrality, npov, undue weight, weight

Featured article
criteria

1(e), 1a, 1b, 1c, brilliant, crit 2c, criteria, criteria 3, crite-
rion 1a, criterion 1c, criterion 2a, criterion 3, fa criteria,
fa criteria #3, fa criterion (+11 more)

Non-free con-
tent criteria

criteria for inclusion of non-free content, fair-use crite-
ria, nfcc, non-free content criteria, policy, wp:nfcc

No original re-
search

no original research, or, original research, original syn-
thesis, primary, primary source, primary sources, syn-
thesis

Reliable
sources

high-quality reliable source, reliability, reliable, reliable
source, reliable sources, reliably sourced, rs

Notability notability, notable
What
Wikipedia
is not

what wikipedia is not

Summary style summary, summary style, summary-style
Article size article size

Table 4.3: Keywords that serve as implicit policy invocations. These words were
extracted from the alt text of explicit invocations, and manually inspected for
quality of content.

and [[WP:FALSEBALANCE]], inter alia. To reduce tagset size, we normal-

ize policy invocations to a policy-page name by following the WP link, re-

covering the policy url from page metadata, and then extracting the name

from the url. Thus, [[WP:POV]] and [[WP:FALSEBALANCE]] both become

“Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view”. This results in our set of explicit policy in-

vocations.
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Implicit policy invocations Only approximately 15% of comments contain ex-

plicit policy links, and manual inspection reveals that it is common for users

to mention policies without links. To recover other likely policy invocations,

we use the alt text co-occurring with the WP links (e.g., “undue weight” in

[[WP:WEIGHT|undue weight]]) to bootstrap a larger set of implicit policy invo-

cations. The full alt text phrase must be matched to count; only alt text phrases

co-occuring with the same explicit policy invocation at least twice are counted.

The policy invocation link text itself is also included in the set (i.e., Neutral point

of view is considered a possible implicit mention even if not observed in alt text).

Stopwords, spaces, and unfinished WP links are filtered out. Once these words

are identified in the alt text from the link collection pass on the training set, a

regex of variants is used to identify implicit references in a second pass over the

data. This increases the number of identified comments with rule invocations

significantly. See Table 4.2 for counts of explicit/implicit policy invocations.

Note that the total number of policy invocations to several of the selected poli-

cies/guidelines increase by a magnitude because of implicit policy invocations

being included. See Table 4.3 for a portion of the final keywords list. The com-

plete list will be made available along with the data and code if the paper is

accepted.

Explicit and implicit policy invocation features For our POLICY_ONLY fea-

tures, each policy invocation is counted in each nomination discussion. Policy

invocations appearing in fewer than 1% of reviews are excluded. For both im-

plicit and explicit policy invocation features, there are a total of 13 features, with

one feature marking the absence of any policy invocations.
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Policy invocations in context We also collect the context of implicit references;

the intuition is that “there are npov issues” are “there are no npov issues” ex-

press opposite opinions regarding criteria satisfaction. Specifically, we expand

policy invocation regex matches to include up to 20 characters of content pre-

ceded and followed by word boundaries. Whereas POLICY_ONLY would map

these all to [[WP:FAC]], the context features treat the policy invocation and its

context as a bag-of-ngrams ranging from 1-grams to 4-grams derived from the

text of all policy invocation contexts for a single nomination discussion con-

catenated. To avoid overfitting and to facilitate comparison, only the 100 most

frequent n-grams are used. The terms “support”, “oppose”, and “object” are

filtered out to prevent the outcome label leaking into the train/test instances. A

stopword list from spaCy [107] are used for filtering. The resulting features are

tf-idf weighted.

4.3.4 Reviewers and nominators

Although nominator comments are part of the process, we are particularly in-

terested in the reviewers’ comments. To filter out nominator comments, we

identify nominators by the username meta-data for the first comment and by a

username regex search of the first comment with a “Nominator(s)” tag.

Participant experience Though evaluating the quality of the article content it-

self is out of scope of this work, the experience of the participants in the process

may be established by reviewing the nominators’ and reviewers’ nomination

and review histories. Presumably, a nominator with more nomination experi-

ence will be more likely to succeed at FAC. Reviewers with more experience
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may be more consistent than those with less experience. We model experience

as treated as a binary variable with respect to the distribution of the natural log

of the number of previous nominations or reviews. If there are multiple nomi-

nators or reviewers, the natural log of the median experience is used.

The success of a nomination is expected to vary with nominator experience,

though less with reviewer experience. Nominator experience and reviewer ex-

perience are treated as a binarized version of the number of nominator past

nominations, nominator past reviews, reviewer past nominations, and reviewer

past reviews. The threshold for binarization is determined by the median value

of experience across the corpus.3

4.3.5 Category assignment

Though the invocation of rules may be important to the outcome of the nomi-

nation, they are conditioned on the article itself. A follow-up hypothesis is that

certain categories of articles may be easier to cultivate for Featured Article sta-

tus.

While any article may be labeled with several category tags, accepted articles

belong to a definitive category shown by the Wikipedia Featured Articles listing.

Poorly applied category tags or unclear category membership may be respon-

sible in part for rejected articles’ outcome. There are methods for content-free

category labeling that rely on article linking patterns [126], but we find anec-

dotally that these labels are too noisy for our purposes and may not align with

3Though more features such as number of nominators and continuous features did improve
the performance of the features as a whole in this task, we exclude these results to maintain
clarity of analysis.
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the categories on the Wikipedia Featured Articles pages. For consistency and

simplicity, we apply category labels that best align with the Featured Article

categories available based on content similarity.

Cosine similarity between each unlabeled article and a representative arti-

cle from a category is calculated. The most specific label is used (e.g., War-

fare/Biographies) and treated as independent of the broader label (e.g., War-

fare). Let ai be a rejected uncategorized article where c̃ is the category to

which we assign ai. Let ac
j be an accepted article sampled from known cate-

gory c according to a uniform distribution. For every unassigned article, we let

c̃ = argmaxccossim(ai, ac
j). Each article is represented as a bag-of-words vector

of unigram and bigram counts. N-grams that appear in fewer than 1% of arti-

cles are removed. While a full analysis of article content is out of the scope of

this work, we can use category and subcategory information as a proxy. See

Figure 4.1 for an overview of category and subcategory sizes, number of nom-

inations, and acceptance rates. This figure suggests that broad category mem-

bership is correlated with article outcomes.

Categories and subcategories are treated as separate binary categorical fea-

tures. Subcategory features are expected to better capture the subtleties of cat-

egory information: for example, articles about wars tend to be less successful

than articles about military ships, as seen in Figure 4.1, though both occur un-

der the Warfare category (in the “northeast” section of the plot).
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4.3.6 Baseline features: length

Though we do not aim to evaluate the article itself here, article length has been

used as an indicator of article quality in previous work [111, 29]. We measure

it by the log of the number of characters. We hypothesize that greater review

length indicates more problems (and is hence correlated with failure), although

one could also imagine that it indicates more help from reviewers (and hence

correlates with success).

4.3.7 Upperbound features: bag-of-words of review content

We include in our second experiment a comparison to a bag-of-words feature

set. This feature set is simple yet effective upper bound on our dataset. To limit

overfitting we limit the maximum number of tf-idf weighted features to 1000.

Stopwords and instances of “support” or “oppose” comments are removed, but

more interesting forms of processing are left to future work.

4.3.8 Macrotrends

We examine the context from which our data originate for macrotrends in the

FAC process. Some statistics of interest are user population, submission count,

and acceptance rate. Exploratory data analysis reveals that there is a sharp

change in the FAC community around 2007, stabilizing in 2008; hence, submis-

sions that precede 2008 are excluded except when gauging user experience.

Earlier years see a markedly higher submission rate, with the population
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(a) Submissions per year. (b) Users per article per year.

Figure 4.2: The number of article submissions trends downwards over time,
although the population of nominators increases. The reviewer population also
decreases substantially, though this is likely due to changes in Wikipedia. For
2005, we were not able to recover accepted nominations. To compensate for the
early instability and inconsistency in forum archiving, we only take data from
2008 and after.

and number of nominations growing throughout 2005-2007 (The selection of

Featured Articles began in mid 2004). The acceptance rate varies slightly, but

is relatively stable between 50 to 64%. Generally, the number of explicit invo-

cations is stable, if increasing over time. The Manual of Style, being a com-

pendium of numerous guidelines, is referenced in nearly every article from the

beginning.

The number of people per nomination participating in FA selection process

also stabilizes around 2008, after a sharp decline (Figure 4.2b). This corresponds

with general observations of Wikipedia’s slowed growth. Though it cannot

be established from these figures alone, the increase in rule invocations occurs

around the same time as the decline in total reviewers and an increase in nomi-

nators.
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4.4 Outcome Prediction

To address RQ 2 (relationship between policy invocations and promotion out-

come), we set up our outcome prediction task as follows with features describe

below encoding our hypotheses about policy invocations. Our instances are

defined as the concatenation of the reviewers’ comments in chronological or-

der, including edited sentences. The label is the outcome of the nominations as

indicated by the promotion result typically found in the final comments. The

promotion result may be expressed as a template or a phrase, or indicated by

the link at which the nomination was found (promoted and nonpromoted nom-

inations are archived separately). Our positive label is rejection, as this is the

minority class and facilitates interpreting results in Table 4.4.

4.4.1 Training details

We selected the set of reviews from 2008 to 2020, filtering out reviews from the

more tumultuous period before. The review comments are anonymized before

feature extraction. The train/dev/test split (5289 training instances, 588 dev

instances, and 1469 test instances) is created by randomly sampling 20% of the

uniquely identifying nomination titles and is constant over all experiments. A

logistic regression (LR) model is tuned on a dev set, with the best regularization

parameter C chosen from the set {.1, 1.0, 3.0} and selected from the model with

the best AUC. All features are scaled by their maximum absolute value in the

training data.
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feature auc F1 Prec Recall #F

article length 0.524 0.000 0.000 0.000 1
review length 0.652 0.234 0.932 0.134 1
category 0.660 0.451 0.576 0.371 30
subcategory 0.678 0.414 0.587 0.320 95
explicit POLICY 0.525 0.016 0.714 0.008 13
implicit POLICY 0.602 0.310 0.601 0.209 13
expl+impl POLICY 0.613 0.378 0.604 0.275 26
context POLICY 0.723 0.558 0.631 0.500 100
user stats 0.679 0.580 0.606 0.557 4
[ALL] 0.816 0.674 0.730 0.626 257
-article length 0.815 0.679 0.745 0.624 256
-review length 0.790 0.652 0.694 0.614 256
-(sub)category 0.791 0.639 0.727 0.570 132
-all POLICY 0.776 0.637 0.716 0.574 131

Table 4.4: Test-set outcome-prediction AUC scores for logistic regression using
the indicated feature set. A minus-sign indicates that the feature set was ablated
away from ALL. The feature all POLICY indicates implicit, explicit, AND con-
text policy invocation features. #F indicates number of features

4.4.2 Results

ROC AUC is a convenient summary of precision-recall characteristics across

many prediction thresholds, and it is used here to evaluate and compare model

performance across settings. Table 4.4 shows that the feature set that performs

the best in isolation is POLICY CONTEXT, and removing all POLICY features is

the feature set whose deletion from the set of all features hurts performance the

most. The explicit mentions are too sparse to provide a strong signal, although

they do have high precision. The implicit mentions are far better for predicting

outcome, likely because of how common they are. But is is the policy invoca-

tions in context that obtain the highest AUC. Care was take to limit the small

number of features to avoid overfitting given the size of our dataset.

Though article length has been shown to be predictive of quality in previous
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work, its removal has less of an impact on nomination outcome than other fea-

tures.This contradicts the findings of previous work, but this may be because

other work includes articles found in Wikipedia at large, rather than the FAC

setting. Review length is negatively correlated with rejection, suggesting that

nonpromoted nominations are quickly weeded out and survivors are given ad-

ditional advice for article improvement.

As an aside, we note that the coefficients of the trained models indicate that

the most successful subcategories are largely Biology and Warfare related (e.g.,

Biology/Plants and Warfare/ships), while Music and Chemistry subcategories

are correlated with failed nominations. This corroborates Figure 4.1.

Table 4.5 depicts the learned coefficients for individual policy-related fea-

tures and helps us answer RQ2. The importance of source reliability is clear:

“Reliable Sources” shows up with a highly positive coefficient in the POLICY

ONLY column. Mentions of reliable sources and original research are corre-

lated with rejection, suggesting these policies are most strongly enforced. Some-

what surprisingly, Verifiability and Neutral Point of View mentions are corre-

lated with promotion, not rejection. Given that these are serious policies on

Wikipedia, we believe that this correlation is due in part to affirmative practices.

For example, in Table 4.5 the affirmation that the article “meets” some criteria is

correlated with positive outcomes. In Table 4.6, “1a good .” likely goes against

the usual usage of “1a” but the nuance in affirmative tone is captured by the

bow classifier. Additional experiments omitted for brevity indicate that NPOV

severity of reference may depend on whether it co-occurs with Reliable Source

references or Manual of Style references.
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POLICY ONLY POLICY CONTEXT

coeff feature coeff feature

1.76 NO implicit-i 1.63 article
1.56 reliable sources-e 1.58 high quality
1.53 non-free content criteria-i 1.41 wpwiafa
1.32 featured article criteria-i 1.26 review
1.10 reliable sources-i 1.15 issues
1.00 notability-i 1.14 wprs
0.93 no original research-i 1.11 please
0.52 summary style-e 1.03 prose
0.49 what wikipedia is not-i 0.94 wpalt
0.40 notability-e 0.87 b

-0.20 summary style-i -1.27 image
-0.36 neutral point of view-i -1.33 context
-0.38 verifiability-e -1.47 captions
-0.45 citing sources-e -1.68 dash
-0.49 verifiability-i -1.68 seems
-0.51 featured article criteria-i -1.68 consistency
-0.66 NO explicit-e -1.80 reliability
-1.14 article size-i -1.86 accessible
-3.56 manual of style-i -2.64 meets

Table 4.5: Coefficients of models trained with policy invocation features. The
“-i" suffix indicates features derived from implicit features, while the “-e" suffix
indicates features derived from explicit mentions. NO implicit/explicit indi-
cates that no features of each respective type were found in the review.

4.5 Deliberation Duration Effects

In this section, we investigate whether there are effects based on the number of

comments into the discussion. The intuition is that there may be survivor bias

due to the fact that certain comments may be “fatal” to the nomination.
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Figure 4.3: (a) AUC when restricting to the first n comments; (b) difference in
AUC between a given feature set and the feature set “number of review com-
ments”

4.5.1 Cumulative comments and feature efficacy

As foreshadowed by our previous finding that review length is predictive of

outcome (Table 3.5), there is a notable difference between promoted and un-

promoted articles in median number of review comments: 43 vs. 24. But when

we plot performance restricting the test instances to the first 1, 2, 4, 8, . . ., or 128

comments, the non-prefix-length features provide the greatest performance gains

over the prefix-length features in the 8- to 16-comment-prefix range, that is, rel-

atively early into the discussion, and well before the median number of com-

ments. Figure 4.3a shows the AUCs for four feature sets (the number of re-

view comments, or prefix length, is the curve with green squares); Figure 4.3b,

a difference-in-difference analysis, shows the delta in AUC of each of these fea-

ture sets in comparison to prefix length.
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(a) Explicit, inexperienced (b) Implicit, inexperienced

(c) Explicit, experienced (d) Implicit, experienced

Figure 4.4: Kaplan-Meier survival curves [68] that chart the number of com-
ments a nomination survives until its first policy invocation. Nominations are
grouped by policy invocation type (explicit / implicit) and nominator experi-
ence (inexperienced / experienced). The first invocation of any policy occurs
earlier for unsuccessful nominations.

4.5.2 Time to first explicit policy invocation

One can be more certain of a nomination’s outcome as a review progresses, but

how does time to the first policy invocation and only that policy invocation

relate to a nomination’s outcome? Figure 4.4 demonstrates that the first invoca-

tion of a reliable-source policy occurs earlier for unpromoted nominations. For

example, 50% of unpromoted nominations by inexperienced4 nominators en-

counter explicit policy invocations before the 25th comment, whereas for nom-

4“Inexperienced”= ln(number of nominations +1) > 2. When multiple nominators are in-
volved, we use the median experience.
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Ppl SHORT SENTS Ppl LONG SENTS

pr
om

ot
ed

1.00 e.g . 1.17 otherwise , sources look okay , links
checked out with the link checker tool .

1.02 ing . 1.28 comments you ve mixed using the template
citation with the templates that start with
cite such as template cite journal or tem-
plate cite news .

1.04 tag . 1.32 random check of three other online citations
showed them as fine .

1.04 apologies . 1.34 odnb only mentions july to october ⟨unk⟩.
1.04 1a good . 1.39 ref 100 30 september 2001goes against your

date consistency .

un
pr

om
ot

ed

1.01 ugly . 1.16 25 million place the non-breaking space be-
tween 25 and million .

1.02 questionable . 1.19 otherwise , sources look okay , links
checked out with the link checker tool .

1.02 rephrase . 1.20 would uru required five years and 12 mil-
lion to complete .

1.03 george yes . 1.23 apparently not even a see also for visual art
, despite an ⟨unk⟩good series of period arti-
cles .

1.04 seriously . 1.25 even the importance of ⟨unk⟩values section
which addresses applications to industry
remains vague as to specific examples of its
usage i.e .

Table 4.6: Sample sentences from instances in the intersection of a full-content
classifier’s correct predictions and the policy invocation-based classifier’s incor-
rect ones. Sentences are sorted by perplexity score (Ppl) assigned by a Kneyser-
Ney trigram language model trained on the data subset. The most likely 3+
token (SHORT SENTS) sentences are on the left, while the most likely sentences
after dividing perplexity by the log number of sentence tokens are shown on the
right (LONG SENTS). Note that the sentence “otherwise, sources look okay. . .” is
frequent in both promoted and unpromoted articles.

inations that are promoted, 50% do not receive an explicit policy mention un-

til the 40th comment. The difference between promoted versus non-promoted

first-encounter time is significant only for explicit policy invocation encounters

by inexperienced nominators (Cox regression test); the difference for first en-

counters with implicit policy invocations are non-significant. Our curated list
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may sacrifice precision for recall. Because of ambiguity, implicit policy invoca-

tions may require more context to use effectively.

For experienced nominators, we observe that there is no significant differ-

ence in time to first explicit policy invocation with respect to outcome (Fig-

ure 4.4c). This may be because the population is smaller or because experienced

nominators are more adept at avoiding obvious policy violations. This sug-

gests that more explicit policy invocations are primarily used in an outcome-

consistent way with inexperienced nominators. More work needs to be done to

understand the interplay of experience and the act of referencing policies.

4.5.3 Policy invocations vs. full review content

We have observed that outcome can be predicted using policy invocation fea-

tures. But experiments with a bag-of-words representation of the entire review

outperforms the policy invocation features by a significant margin. If a reviewer

is not using policy invocations in a way linearly consistent with outcome, what

are they doing?

To address this question, we compare the true predictions of the content

model to the false predictions of the policy invocation model both trained on

the first 8 comments of a review. Though the AUC is lower per model at this

point than at 16 comments, the difference between these features and the re-

view length features are greatest at this point (Figure 4.3). This intersection of

instances leaves us with a data sample that shows aspects of the review pro-

cess perhaps not reflected by a policy “adherence checklist”. For ease of manual

inspection, we sentence- and word-tokenize these instances, filtering for some
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non-alphanumeric characters. To rank the instances, we train a Kneyser-Ney

ngram language model with maximum ngram order of 3 and a vocabulary of

size 2000. Words not in the vocabulary are replaced with “⟨unk⟩” (unknown-

word token). The trained ngram model is then used to calculate the (1) per-

plexity of sentences and (2) the perplexity of sentences normalized by the log

length of the sentence in tokens.5 The most likely comment sentences under

these conditions are shown in Table 4.6.

A cursory qualitative inspection of the SHORT SENTS column suggests that

subjective judgment (e.g., 1a good . and ugly .) plays a greater role in the content

model. Meanwhile, the LONG SENTS column suggests that domain knowledge

(e.g., apparently not even a see also for visual art , despite an ⟨unk⟩good series of period

articles) and minor issues (e.g., ref 100 30 september 2001 goes against your date

consistency) are also better identified by the content model.

We leave the task of addressing article content issues to work on expert

writing such as [132]. As for the subjectivity, it is unclear to what extent the

Wikipedia community may want subjectivity to play a role in FA decisions. But

our analysis and methodology may aid future work in identifying the extent to

which subjectivity plays a role in the evaluation process.6

4.6 Conclusion of experiments

Over the past 15 years, Wikipedia has changed tremendously. Given an increas-

ing interest in using Wikipedia, as a resource for fact checking data, our goal

5The correction reveals likely yet complex comments that might otherwise be downranked
because of length.

6Observation, not criticism of reviewers, is the intent of this work.
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in conducting this study was to understand how policy invocations are used to

ground the internal assessment process at FAC and to what extent they correlate

with outcomes. (RQ1:) We find that guidelines such as Manual of Style and Re-

liable Sources dominate the number of policy invocations, though Verifiability

and Neutral Point of View policies are also prominent.

(RQ2:) Our results indicate that policy invocations are more predictive of

outcome than some static features of the article such as category or nominator

experience at time of submission, though not as predictive as full content fea-

tures. Correlation coefficients indicate mentions of Reliable Sources are highly

weighted (towards non-promotion with respect to mentions ignoring context;

different contexts for Reliable Sources can be correlated with promotion or with

non-promotion), while mentions of Manual of Style and Verifiability are corre-

lated with success. Our results indicate that context is critical for disambiguat-

ing policy invocations.

(RQ3:) Additional analysis reveals that implicit policy invocations may ar-

rive early in conversation. But using survival analysis techniques, we see that

explicit policy invocations regarding reliable sources occur significantly earlier

for unpromoted articles in comparison to promoted ones, in the case of inexpe-

rienced nominators’ nomination deliberation.

4.6.1 Limitations

While our analysis is restricted to English Wikipedia’s Featured Article Candi-

date discussions, it may be possible to extend this to other systems of review.

Peer-reviewed scientific articles have been the subject of work on automated
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writing feedback[132]. While articles on scientific advances require technical

expertise, which is difficult to encode as criteria, the program committee may

use our approach in combination with keywords or aspects (e.g., originality or

technical depth) instead of policy invocations to gauge whether reviewers are

consistent in how they apply this language to justify their reviews. This may

still be limited to presentation details more than technical details.

Our own work would benefit from methods for better implicit policy invoca-

tions extraction. Aspect mining and other information extraction methods may

prove useful here (we designed our methodology to select for a small, high-

precision set of words rather than a high-recall set). Another possible applica-

tion would be to provide accountability for content moderation, promoting trust

in the communities who use it. We acknowledge that much of the work done

here is observational or quasi-experimental. Before applications for this can be

developed, further human evaluation, especially input from Wikipedia editors,

is needed to contextualize these results. Work done on policy implementation in

communities may be relevant to next steps for incorporating Wikipedia editors’

input [179, 306]. This work may be best used to inform more questions about

the when policies are invoked and their consequences. Making this work avail-

able for other language editions in addition to English Wikipedia, on which this

work is based, is also a direction for future exploration.

4.6.2 Ethics statement

The data we use are publicly available through Wikipedia’s API, and re-

searchers are encouraged to use it for the purposes of developing the body of
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knowledge about Wikipedia and for the development of tools aiding in the out-

come.

One concern readers may have is whether the nomination process could be

manipulated by bad-faith actors. Though one could picture that a hypotheti-

cal Wikipedia reviewer could try to apply our results in such a way, we pur-

posefully choose to frame this work as a descriptive study of how reviewers

already choose to ground their comments with policy invocations (a positive be-

havior). This may give not only reviewers, but also admin at FAC insight into

trends in nomination discussion language. We also actively investigate where

our policy invocation features fall short with comparisons to category, user, and

content features. Though Wikipedia’s policies and guidelines are constantly

growing and being updated, we intend this work to be used in ways that en-

courage editors to engage constructively within the civil governance structures

of Wikipedia and its processes. More work can also be done to see how much

policy content alone can be used to infer article outcomes, though care should

be taken to understand and account for the review process, not simply to predict

the review outcomes.

4.7 Follow-up work

Modeling the discussion of the article’s quality is important for understanding

the FAC process itself. This is of interest to people who study peer-review pro-

cesses such as PeerRead and perhaps those running the process itself. But what

does it do for the nominators of the article? The nominators of the article may

benefit from knowing what might be the biggest factors that could affect their
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article’s success. But nominators may prefer a more specific, immediate, and

private means of receiving feedback.

This set of experiments showcase which factors contribute the most to the

decision making process and how they reflect positively or negatively on the

article. Follow-up work may tie this knowledge in with a writing feedback sys-

tem. While a binary outcome score informs the user of the likelihood of their

article being accepted overall, a score for likelihood of policy invocation can be

used to give more nuanced feedback directly related to policies and guidelines.

4.8 Conclusion

The connection between base document, context document, and inference task

was tested in this chapter. Context need not be a complete document nor does

it need to be a document. Context may be introduced through a simple link or

lexical keyword. And context make take on the form of an entire discussion,

including those links and keywords.

This chapter also shows the traps of simply treating a text classification task

as one of single text input and binary output. While inferring the outcome of

an article from the article text itself is feasible, providing valuable feedback re-

quires situating that model in context. Category, though correlated with out-

come, is not as easily modifiable as the prose of an article. The majority of this

chapter was not about classifying text better, in which case category would cer-

tainly help. Rather the majority of this chapter was spent evaluating how the

content used as context in our later task was generated and in what was it was

well-justified by policies and guidelines (the context documents) or biased by
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subjective preferences.

To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• an account of non-text factors such as article category and discussion

length in FAC reviews and how they relate to outcomes;

• the quantification of FAC community values via policies invocations; and

• an overview of applications to writing feedback.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARIES AND SOURCE DOCUMENTS AS CONTEXT

In the other chapters of this dissertation, the source of data has been overwhelm-

ingly Wikipedian in nature. Wikipedia is certainly one of the largest publicly

accessible sources of data with the qualities the methods here require. But there

are others. In this chapter, we discuss document-grounding of conversation in

other contexts. This work was done at IBM Research in collaboration with Song

Feng, Vera Q. Liao, and Luis Lastras.

In contrast to Wikipedia discussions, the conversations serving as our base

documents are synchronous, meaning turns happen in real-time. The context

documents in each of these instances is a summary describing important high-

lights of the conversation or is being described by the contents of the conversa-

tions. In both cases, the working assumption is that (1) procedural information

is contained in the context document and (2) modeling procedural information

well is valuable in an IT help context. Oftentimes, the (human) help desk agent

must walk a customer through a procedure that is explained in the document.

However, conversational elements are far more frequent. Therefore they are

more likely to be generated than procedural steps by a dialogue model naively

trained on the data.

Hence, we hypothesized that grounding the dialogue model using the proce-

dural documents as context documents could improve the likelihood the model

generating relevant procedural steps. The inference task is dialogue turn selec-

tion. In this experiment setting, the model takes one or more conversation turns

as input, scores several candidate turns, and labels the highest scoring turn as

the correct turn for the context. In our scenario, an auxiliary task is introduced
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to score how likely a turn is to appear in whole or in part in an extractive sum-

mary of a dialogue. The intuition is that a summary will contain more critical

procedural information and the model learns when to expect a procedure crit-

ical turn versus a conversational management turn. A limitation of this work

is that having a good model of human-human dialogue is not necessarily the

model for good human-human dialogue outcomes. Call quality outcomes are

not available, but this complexity better reflects the dynamics of data and insti-

tutions outside of Wikipedia.

5.1 Introduction

There is an increasing need for dialogue agents particularly in the customer

care domain, as customer service agents may be overwhelmed by a deluge of

customers experiencing similar problems. One valuable resource for training

automated agents is the existing goal-driven human-human dialogues typically

between human agents and customers. However, using such data poses many

challenges for dialogue models. It is both financially costly and time-consuming

to label goal-oriented dialogue data at a larger scale, particularly for sensitive

data. Even with an abundance of labels, dialogue modeling of human-human

conversations is challenging.

This is especially true when dealing with longer conversations as the mod-

els typically suffer from the accumulation of errors. This drifting phenomenon

holds even in models that learn to condition on history using various mech-

anisms such as attention. Thus, we hypothesize that a dialogue model may

benefit from being informed by how critical a turn is to the global conversation
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 U1: my company owned iPhone has a cracked screen.

 U2: how can I get a repair?

Human-human Conversation
Conv-grounded
Summarization

Doc-grounded
Summarization

 A1: Let me login in the system to assist you.

 U3: ok thx for looking into it out for me!

 A2: Still trying to login in. Thank you for your patience.

 A3: Let me verify your warranty of this device.

 U4: yeah, of course.

. . .
 A4: Could you verify your serial number?

Figure 5.1: A sample conversation from HELPDESK with the predicted labels by
conversation-grounded and document-grounded summarization respectively.
Higher/lower volume icons illustrate how critical the turns are for fulfilling the
task.

structure. We ask whether a model may better learn to predict the next turn in a

conversation if it knows whether or not that turn is critical. For instance, Figure

1 presents the beginning of a conversation from our dataset, HELPDESK, of chat

IT help chat-based interactions. Here, a (human) HELPDESK agent and an end

user attempt to resolve problems with a broken device. There are certain dia-

logue behaviors, such as turn A1, A2 and U3 in Figure 5.1, that are common in

the chat logs, but they may be unnecessary for fulfilling the goal-oriented tasks.

Inspired by the previous work on document summarization [205, 88], this
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work applies summarization approaches to identify the critical turns for a given

dialogue, as illustrated in Figure 5.1 (critical turns are indicated by “louder vol-

ume” icons), and utilizes the summarization information for distantly super-

vising a dialogue model based on existing human-human goal-oriented con-

versations. Specifically, we apply query-based summarization techniques to

dialogue, which is more suited for extractive summarization [294, 205], than

abstractive summarization [88]. In our work, summaries are generated for the

sake of dialogue modeling, similar to work using structured summaries to in-

form models of dialogue[283]. The intuition is that using summarization as

context in a dialogue turn-selection task can mitigate the effects of topic drift

over the course of conversation. This could eventually aid automated dialogue

agents in goal-oriented conversations. We generate extractive summaries using

semi-supervised methods. The status of the utterance as extracted (or not) is

then used as a binary label in a distantly supervised auxiliary task and as input

in an oracle task.

Goal-oriented dialogue typically involves diagnostic processes for task com-

pletion, such as turn A3 in Figure 5.1. In addition, they also include social acts

(e.g., “hi, how are you today?”) or clarifications (e.g., “where is the button

again?”). In this work, we consider the former as conversation management

turns [290] and the latter as information management turns. In our framework,

we create different queries to a criteria-based semi-supervised extractive sum-

marization algorithm for differentiating the conversation management turns

and information management turns based on conversational data and the cor-

responding domain documents. In our case, conversation-based queries are

effective in identifying conversation management turns such as A1, A2, U3 and

U4; while documentation-based queries are effective in identifying information
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management turns for the summarization, such as U1, U2, A3 and A4.

In particular, we expect that such a setting can be applied to other customer

care domains since customer care services are often supplemented by online

documentation. This documentation can provide (1) troubleshooting structures

in the form of preconditions and solutions and (2) problem-resolution concepts.

Many task-oriented dialogue systems and QA agents leverage a knowledge

base or grounding documents, but our approach puts fewer constraints on the

documents. In particular, the solution need not be contained within the doc-

uments, so long as solution-specific concepts are. These semantic concepts are

used to form the queries and estimate the importance of utterances in a sum-

mary.

We evaluate the proposed framework on two types of real human-human

dialogue data for the next-turn selection tasks. One corpus is the online chat

logs of between HELPDESK agents and end users for troubleshooting IT issues;

the others are meeting corpora AMI [47] and ICSI [122]. We show that includ-

ing the summary generated by our framework as an auxiliary task improves

next-turn selection accuracy significantly.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a framework to generate and leverage summaries of human-

human conversations in a semi-supervised fashion using domain-specific

documents (e.g., IT procedure manuals) for the purpose of training dia-

logue agents.

• We demonstrate the value of these labels by conducting experiments using

summary labels in two settings, customer care and multi-party meetings.
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• We provide a detailed analysis of the summaries to better understand how

they aid conversation modeling.

5.2 Related work

Our framework relies on techniques derived from extractive summarization. It

also largely related to human-human dialogue analysis and dialogue modeling.

5.2.1 Summarization tasks

Most of the prior work on text summarization mainly focused on single-speaker

documents or monologues or single-speaker documents such as news articles

and scientific publications [19, 200], as opposed to the dialogic data. For the

work on dialogue data [47, 121, 88] the goal is to generate an overview or sum-

mary of the dialogue content. In contrast, our target output is a subset of ut-

terances given a dialog. In this work, we also evaluate our approach using the

online forum data. Though there has been some work on summarizing on-

line forum threads for question-answering tasks [301], the applications to more

extensive dialogue systems have not yet been explored. Our work is closely

related to extractive summarization [205]. Unlike the prior attempts on lever-

aging extractive summary to improve group efficiency [137] or abstractive sum-

marization [285], our goal is to obtain the summary of the conversations that is

mostly useful for goal-oriented dialogue tasks.
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5.2.2 Summarization

Summarization annotations naturally complement supervised approaches to

summarization [44, 197]. This approach requires a large corpus of labeled in-

stances, and the result is that much work has been done for document ab-

stractive summarization but not so much for dialogue summarization. There

is promising contemporaneous work on using structured summaries to inform

dialogue models [283]. Unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches, partic-

ularly for extractive summarization, have flourished, though [163, 247]. In this

work, we mainly investigate how to develop an unsupervised approach, which

is more feasible to generalize to various customer care domains in practice.

5.2.3 Structure in human-human conversation

Our work is also related to previous work on the analysis of human-human

conversations, especially as it relates to detecting structure via unsupervised

methods. The approach to modeling conversation structure here is most similar

to work on dialogue management and conversational initiative [282]. Inspired

by this work, we seek to label turns as informational (i.e., procedural, in line

with the IT troubleshooting document) or intended for dialogue management

(e.g., initiating conversation or pausing for clarification). The unit of analysis in

this work is the utterance. This is done instead of labeling the entire dialogue

like other work [201]. Ours is also different than the utterance-level labeling

or using dialogue acts for summarization [205, 88, 125] since our target output

is not obtaining dialogue act tags or a summary of the dialogue content. Our

targeted output is a subset of dialogue utterances that are the center for task
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completion.

5.2.4 Dialogue agent models

Ultimately, we want to know if using summary labels to mark utterances as crit-

ical or not aids a dialogue model by providing a proxy signal for dialogue struc-

ture. There has been some success with this contemporaneously with this work

[283]. Though the summaries might work for many types of dialogue agents, we

experiment with goal-oriented dialogue agents are more constrained than chat

agents but less constrained than task-oriented agents. Additional constraints

have proven to be useful; much work has focused on training dialogue agents

to use knowledge graphs [4, 102]. [4] is interesting in that the knowledge base

is updated during gameplay, but the world is completely simulated. [102] pro-

vides an interesting scenario in which cooperative dialogue agents are trained

in an agent-agent scenario, leveraging only a few human-human conversations.

Our “knowledge corpus” lacks a clear knowledge base structure though, and

our tasks are unconstrained [165]. As a result, we are more likely to benefit

from models trained to incorporate monologic information as well as dialogue

data [263].

5.3 Data

To evaluate our approach, we experiment with three corpora. The first

(HELPDESK) is a proprietary corpus of chat logs between HELPDESK agents

and customers. Because of the nature of the corpus, we cannot include the ex-
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Figure 5.2: An overview of the query-based summarization system.

act stats. We also utilize a set of about 300 documents supporting the work

of HELPDESK agents. While the chat logs and documentation may overlap in

some topics, it is not expected that the documentation perfectly with all conver-

sation problems and solutions. We merely expect that the documentation will

allow us to strengthen priors on certain words that typically arise in the course

of troubleshooting. There are no gold-label summaries for the chat.

The other two corpora are spoken dialog, the meeting corpora AMI and

ICSI1. They are comprised of annotated transcripts from team meetings. The

meetings have gold annotations for extractive summaries, abstractive sum-

maries, reported in-meeting problems, actions taken, and dialogue acts. In com-

parison to HELPDESK with 2 participants per dialog, the conversations of the

meeting corpora are multi-party with 4 to 10 participants per dialog.

1http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/ami/
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For the HELPDESK dialogues, we tokenize individual messages. The short-

est unit is either a sentence or an individual message, henceforth referred to as

an utterance in the chat context. Documents are matched to the conversations

using simple unigram content overlap. In practice, the document selection por-

tion would be a separate application.

AMI and ICSI, which are spoken dialog, lack a strict speaker ordering be-

cause it is possible for multiple speakers to talk simultaneously. Each word is

annotated with a start time and an end time, making it possible to chronologi-

cally order words. First though, we group words by their dialogue act segments

rather than the default segmentation because the extractive summaries are tied

to the dialogue act units. We then order the dialogue act segments ordered by

the start time of the first word.

For both corpora, if adjacent segments have the same speaker, they are

grouped as turns. Utterances are the units used for summarization, while turns

are used for selection.

5.4 Methodology

Figure 5.2 presents the overview of our framework, which consists of the dia-

logue data processing and document data processing module, whose outputs

are fed to the summarization module. In particular, the pipeline consists of

the following subtasks: (1) determining salient concepts from conversations or

their paired documents; (2) creating queries using a document or conversation

representation and the extracted concepts; (3) labeling utterances as summary

relevant or not via query-based extractive summarization.
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Context + Distractor Candidate

 D:  Yeah ,  I dunno .  It 's a bit risky risky .

 A:  let 's go ,  I will try .

Context + True Candidate

 D:  Yeah ,  I dunno .  It 's a bit risky risky .

A:  Yeah , but where is the controller ? True

doc = False

next = False

doc = False

next = True

Figure 5.3: Above we show an example of our task set-up in the case of a dis-
tractor candidate and the case of the true candidate. Input is two embedded
representations of a context turn and a candidate turn. The task is to predict the
next turn, and the auxiliary task is document-grounded extractive summariza-
tion.

The reader may find the concept of the “query” confusing. What is the query

and why was it chosen? To be clear, the query is either the troubleshooting

document or the concatenation of a conversation sample set. Using the former

query is equivalent to asking what utterances are similar to the troubleshoot-

ing document (i.e., what utterances are procedural). This query is known as the

doc query. Using the latter query may be thought of as asking what utterances

are likely to be found across all conversations (i.e., what utterances are for dia-

logue management). This will be denoted as a conv query. It is possible for an

utterance to be considered both procedural and managerial.

While we considered selecting one summary to use as a "filtered" version of

a conversation to train an agent from, we found it difficult to justify the total

exclusion of turns dropped from the summary. Instead, we frame our next-turn

selection task such that one may expect all utterances to be retained and the

extractive summary labels are used to weakly supervise an auxiliary task.
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Extracted for Summary Conv
Sample Utterances gold conv doc dock Progress
so we want it to be trendy um True False False False 0.2
So do not m make a new file . True False False False 0.2
but yes , we did , False True False False 0.1
As you can see , this is the same tool bar uh as
is located here .

False True False False 0.2

And I count them like this . False False True False 0.6
I ’ve wrote down some examples here of what
we can can speak about .

False False True False 0.5

um because you have to make its prototype , False False False True 0.9
Whether it looks like wood , False False False True 0.3
maybe you have one or two stratig strategically
placed lights

False False False False 0.8

Then we still have some questions . False False False False 0.9
Um as a little training um I will ask Ruud first
to draw uh uh your own animal on a new slide
uh with uh a different colour and a different
line width than the one uh now selected .

True True True True 0.3

but because the case is transparent so it gives it
a little bit of a glow , doesn’t make it freaky .

True True True True 0.8

Table 5.1: Above are example utterances and their associated summary mem-
berships. Conversation progress indicates how early in the conversation an ut-
terance appears (0.1 conv progress == first 10% of the conversation). The semi-
supervised summaries we generate tend to have broader coverage of the con-
versation. Turns not in any summary are indicative of local drift.

5.4.1 Concept identification

In order to score utterances, one must first define concepts and their correspond-

ing weights. Concepts may be a unigram, n-gram, or more abstract structures.

For the purpose of these experiments, we equate concepts to keywords found in

the grounding conversations or documents. We experiment with tf-idf weight-

ing as a baseline and k-core decomposition weights as described in [270]. The

value of k is selected chosen during the tuning process.

The latter approach weights words according to a centrality measure within

a document graph. Our document graph is constructed by linking non-

stopword unigrams with an edge if they occur within the same window of
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text (12 words in total). Stopwords are specified using the NLTK list of 100

high-frequency English modals. Using the k-core decomposition of the result-

ing “textgraph”, the words are weighted according to their core-rank. Higher

core-ranks correspond to more central and possibly more important unigrams.

For example, unigrams of rank 12 each have degree 12 or higher. We use the

networkx implementation of a k-core decomposition to find the core ranks of

words.

Note, while recent advances have been made in neural representations for

long text sequences, we specifically opted for the above representations for two

reasons: (1) our small document corpus may not support a neural model’s data

volume needs for accurate representation and (2) the above lend themselves to

interpretability.

5.4.2 Summary optimization

Maximum marginal relevance (MMR), an established summarization objective,

[45] is used to generate ordered summaries. The value of each utterance is con-

ditioned only on past information in the conversation. Here, the set of utter-

ances extracted by MMR is known as the summary S .

Let the following equation hold:

qsim = sim1(ui,Q) (5.1)

where qsim is the similarity between the ith utterance and the query Q.

rcost = max
u j∈S

sim2(ui, u j) (5.2)
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where rcost is the redundancy cost as characterized by the similarity between

utterance ti and the most similar utterance already included in the summary, t j.

Then we can define MMR as follows:

MMR := argmaxui∈R\S [λ qsim − (1 − λ) rcost] (5.3)

We use cosine similarity for sim1 and sim2, and the above described weights

are used to create vectors for the query and the text. For each unchecked utter-

ance in the remaining conversation R, we include that utterance in the summary

S if that utterance has an MMR score above threshold. For the threshold, we use

λ = 0.75 to more heavily bias the summaries towards their respective queries, at

the cost of higher redundancy.

Two types of queries are evaluated: conversational and document. Con-

versational queries result in summaries that resemble qualities of conversations

and agent behavior (e.g., “hi. how may I help you today?”). Qualitatively, doc-

ument queries result in dialogue summaries that more resemble the procedural

and informative qualities of trouble-shooting documents (e.g., “my email client

keeps crashing after an OS update”). To use a document query, conversations

are first matched to the most similar document in the document set. For AMI

and ICSI, we used abstractive summaries as documents. For the remainder of

the paper, these two types of summaries will be referred to as conv and doc, re-

spectively. We only use the k-core decomposition weights with the documents;

these summaries are denoted as dock. AMI and ICSI include gold annotation

summaries; these summaries are denoted as gold. Summarization requires re-

moving utterances. We experiment with two levels of granularity, retaining 33%

of all utterances in the conversation and retaining 66% of utterances. But we

found the differences minor. Unless otherwise noted, the 66% summaries are
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used.

Table 5.1 lists several contrasting examples of utterances included in one

type of summary, all summaries, or none. We anecdotally note that the rare ut-

terance included in all summaries tend to be longer. This is likely because more

words make it more likely to contain concepts all summaries weigh highly.

Note, we use these semi-supervised extractive summary assignments only

as labels, never as input.

5.5 Evaluation

We hypothesize that leveraging summary information may provide useful in-

formation with respect to dialogue flow. To evaluate this hypothesis, we employ

the summary annotations as weak supervision labels in a multi-task prediction

setting. The primary task is next-turn selection: given a candidate turn and a

context, a model must label that turn as valid or not. The auxiliary tasks are

to predict whether or not that turn, regardless of whether it is next or not, is a

summary turn in some conversation. Though we experimented with scoring ap-

proaches, we found that a boolean label scheme resulted in better results. This

may be a result of the deterioration in negative sample similarity is so sharp it

is more akin to a discrete labeling task. We discuss this more later.

We formalize the task below as a next-turn selection task with a context x

and a candidate c and a set of summary turns S as follows:

argmaxθp(y = c, c ∈ S |x, c; θ) (5.4)
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The parameters θ are the parameters of our model to be optimized such that

the probability is correlated with the likelihood that the candidate is the true

turn y and that the candidate turn is in the summary set of “query-relevant”

turns S . This will bias the model towards selecting turns that are either conver-

sation management turns (if using the conversation query) or more procedural

turns (if using the document query). Given that conversational turns are simply

more likely because there are more types of procedures than there are types of

conversations in our dataset, the document queries (doc and dock) are expected

to be more helpful at recovering informative (and therefore less likely) turns.

Candidate mining and instance sampling. To obtain the candidates, we sam-

ple up to 100 random turns from other conversations for HELPDESK and up to

50 turns for AMI and ICSI. We calculate the cosine similarity between the tf-

idf weighted n-gram representation of the true next turn and all sampled can-

didate turns. The 7 most similar candidates are used for comparison. If any

of these candidates exceeds a similarity threshold (HELPDESK threshold = 0.5,

AMI/ICSI threshold = 0.75), it is considered a positive sample. In our inter-

nal corpus, all candidates share the same speaker (the agent), as other-speaker

turns (from the client) tend to be easily distinguished from the true turn. We

sample 10% of all instances for HELPDESK and AMI and 25% all instances for

ICSI as sampling yielded fewer instances. Instances were grouped by conversa-

tion, and conversations were divided into train and held-out. A sample of train

conversations were used for validation. Random seeds were fixed, and results

are averaged over three seed choices (seed=1,2,3).
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Text representation and model. For our text representation, we leverage re-

cent work in transformer-based language modeling. The last layer of the base

BERT embedding model [65] is used to represent the candidate text c and the

context text x, with up to 400 tokens or 8 utterances, whichever is shorter. These

representations are then fed to a multi-layer feedforward neural network, op-

timized using SGD. Each layer has 1000 units and a linear activation function.

Initial experiments with fewer layers led us to conclude that more layers were

preferable for the HELPDESK corpus. But we found only one hidden layer to be

necessary for the other corpora. The learning rate is tuned over the values 10−4

to 10−1, with 0.001 being the best learning rate for HELPDESK and 0.01 working

well for AMI and ICSI. Binary cross-entropy with logits is used as the loss crite-

rion. The models are trained for at most 100 epochs, but early stopping is used

when loss ceases to decrease for 3 to 10 epochs. Usually, the models converged

in 10 to 20 epochs. Figure 5.3 shows our experiment set-up and an example

context and candidate from AMI.

5.5.1 Next-turn selection results

Next-turn selection results are shown in Table 5.2. These scores are the calcu-

lated precision-@1, assuming that the true candidate is the best candidate, even

if there are equivalent or near-equivalent other candidates. We vary both the

granularity of the summaries and the weight of summary concepts based on

conversations, documents, and k-core decomposition of documents.

These results show that using document-grounded summary prediction

as an auxiliary task produces better next-turn selection results than a model
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Corpus Model Prec @1 ∆ Prec @1
All Random 0.1250 0.0000

AMI

BERT 0.3391 0.2141
+conv 0.3407 0.2157
+doc 0.4164 0.2914
+dock 0.3359 0.2109
+gold 0.4009 0.2759

ICSI

BERT 0.4868 0.3618
+conv 0.3982 0.2732
+doc 0.3316 0.2066
+dock 0.2380 0.2380
+gold 0.4965 0.3715

HELPDESK

BERT 0.1653 0.0403
+conv 0.1727 0.0477
+doc 0.2085 0.0835
+dock 0.1569 0.0319

Table 5.2: Top-candidate accuracy (precision @1) for next-turn selection task
given 8 candidates averaged over 3 instance samples. Performance above ran-
dom baseline (0.1250) is shown in ∆ Prec @1 column.

trained with a conversation-grounded summary auxiliary task or no auxiliary

task. Surprisingly, the document grounding that uses high-frequency words

and tf-idf weights yields the best results, while document grounding that uses

k-core decomposition weights and no high-frequency words tends to perform

even worse than the baseline model. This suggests that the advantage of

document-grounding lies in a functional / procedural style of communication,

which may best be communicated by high-frequency function words. Other

work on conversation modeling that shows de-emphasizing content words can

improve performance in dialogue tasks [125].
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Summary 1 Summary 2 AMI ICSI
gold conv (0.33) 0.06 0.09
gold doc (0.33) 0.12 0.09
gold dock (0.33) 0.25 0.13

conv (0.33) doc (0.33) 0.38 0.55
conv (0.33) dock (0.33) 0.10 0.33

doc (0.33) dock (0.33) 0.18 0.35
gold conv (0.66) 0.14 0.07
gold doc (0.66) 0.17 0.08
gold dock (0.66) 0.27 0.12

conv (0.66) doc (0.66) 0.61 0.66
conv (0.66) dock (0.66) 0.27 0.34

doc (0.66) dock (0.66) 0.36 0.41

Table 5.3: Overlap between between summaries in AMI and ICSI corpora.
AMI’s Unsupervised summaries tend to overlap more with gold summaries
than ICSI’s, and doc summaries overlap more with gold than conv.

5.5.2 Unsupervised vs. gold-annotated auxiliary tasks

Not only have we shown the value of gold-annotation summaries, but apply-

ing our approach to a domain-specific internal corpus reveals that unsupervised

summary annotations may be helpful as auxiliary tasks. This is key when han-

dling certain types of data as summary annotations for conversations are rare

and high inter-annotator agreement is difficult to achieve. Obtaining qualified

annotators for domain-specific and/or highly sensitive data may be particu-

larly difficult. While one can still learn using the gold annotation summaries

(as shown with AMI and ICSI), our approach may also leverage unsupervised

summaries as labels for an auxiliary task.

Using document-grounded queries to guide the production of unsupervised

summaries increases overlap between gold-annotated summaries and gener-

ated summaries. This is most pronounced when using k-core annotations.

There exist models for jointly learning to model both conversation structure
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(at the dialogue act level) and topic throughout a conversation. But our ap-

proach is orthogonal in that we do not focus on a particular definition of topic

but rather relevance. However, leveraging k-core annotations in the case of the

internal documents led to decreased performance. Possible reasons for this in-

clude poor alignment between documentation and conversations or less need

for high-relevance concepts and more need for functional/procedural informa-

tion.

5.5.3 Summary analysis

We observe that most types of summaries do affect the prediction outcomes.

But each summary is generated differently and may inform the primary next-

turn selection task differently. To better understand possible differences that we

might exploit later, we investigate the overlap between different summary types

and their unique linguistic properties. Table 5.3 shows the overlap between

different types of summaries (calculated by Jaccard similarity). We emphasize

overlap rather than precision or recall as the gold-label annotation summary is

not necessarily the most useful summary for training dialogue agents.

Disparity analysis. Gold label summaries are more similar to summaries ex-

tracted with the help of document-grounded concepts, particularly when text

is represented using k-core decomposition. The two tf-idf based summaries are

both more similar to one another than to either two summaries. Summary over-

lap increases across all pairs when the number of unsupervised summaries in-

creases, but the amount by which overlap increases varies significantly. Though

the gold labels only increase in similarity by at most 0.08 with the larger 0.66
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Figure 5.4: Above is a chart of the number of summary utterances at a particular
part of conversation. Utterances at x=0.1 and x=0.9 are at the beginning and end
of the conversation, respectively. gold summary utterances are skewed towards
the beginning.

summaries, all unsupervised summaries increase in similarity to one another

significantly, in some cases doubling in similarity.

The magnitude of overlap between summaries gives us some insight into

which summaries might be used to substitute the gold-label summary when

no gold-annotations are provided for a corpus. But how do these summaries

overlap? In Figure 5.4, the distribution of summary utterances across conver-

sation segments is plotted for (a) AMI and (b) ICSI. Conversation segments

are 10% of the length of the entire conversation. In both corpora, the gold-label

summary utterances are concentrated toward the beginning of the conversation.

The document-grounded, dock summaries follow a similar distribution trend as

the GOLD summaries, as would be expected from the overlap scores shown in

Table 5.3. The auxiliary summarization models’ relatively poor performance

on ICSI may be attributed in part to poorer unsupervised summary quality. All

generated summaries show less dramatic fluctuation in utterance density across

the course of the conversation.
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There is a large disparity between gold summaries and conv summaries.

While gold-annotation summaries are themselves valuable for training summa-

rization models, the next-turn selection task may benefit from having two con-

trasting types of summaries. This hypothesis was evaluated by training a model

with two auxiliary summary prediction tasks: the gold and the conv summary

prediction. Using these two labels in auxiliary tasks, we see a 6% absolute gain

(precision @1 = 0.4720) over the best single-auxiliary task model (doc) in the AMI

next-turn selection task. Similar experiments with ICSI show decreased perfor-

mance, which is likely related to how ICSI models benefit less from summaries

overall.

Linguistic analysis. What are the linguistic disparities between the different

types of summaries? To investigate, we perform a fighting words analysis [192],

comparing utterances from each sample type to utterances of all other summary

types.

The gold annotation and dock summaries are primarily associated with more

content words (adjectives and nouns), while the conv and doc summaries con-

tain more backchannels, pronouns, and function words. Together, different

summaries may inform the multitasking model with both topical and functional

information. These distinctions align with [290]’s ideas on information manage-

ment (information quality) and conversation management (plan quality). They

observe that turns marked as repetition and summaries more frequently occur

within topic. These turns are also more likely to be filtered out by our summary

methods, so the turns in our extractive summaries may occur more frequently

at topic boundaries. A model aware of summary information may therefore be

able to negotiate topic switches better than one without.
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5.6 Conclusion of experiments

In this work, we present a framework that minimizes the effects of conversa-

tion drift on dialogue agent training by using auxiliary summarization tasks.

We evaluate the proposed approach on three datasets for the next-turn selec-

tion tasks. The results show that including extractive summary prediction as an

auxiliary task improves next-turn selection accuracy of fine-tuned transformer

models, here represented by BERT. This suggests that the summarization is

related to conversation structure. Grounding summaries in a set of domain-

specific documents can further improve next-turn selection accuracy, as shown

for two of our three corpora.

Surprisingly, document summaries benefited next-turn selection models

more than gold-annotation summaries in the AMI corpus. Furthermore, combi-

nations of two worse performing auxiliary summary tasks beat out the best per-

forming single auxiliary task on AMI. Overall, the benefit of the summarization

auxiliary tasks seems to depend on the quality of summarization. ICSI benefits

only from the gold auxiliary labels, and its associated unsupervised summary

labels also show far less overlap with the gold set. For future work, we intend to

investigate other interactions between documents and conversation and ways

of mitigating conversation drift in dialogue models.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter is distinct from the others in that our base document is dialogue.

Given that our dialogues do not necessarily have clearly defined outcomes, the
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research questions and inference tasks are related more to dialogue structure.

It aligns with work on document grounding for chatbot research, but it is dis-

tinct in that our primary interest is in modeling the underlying topical structures

and behaviors of human-human dialogue.

The context documents enable the use of prior knowledge or expert obser-

vation while not restricting those experts to constrained annotation forms that

would necessitate a separate annotation process. In this way, we can actually

bias our data in a way that does better reflect the values of the stakeholders (e.g.,

greater adherence to procedural information). Not all bias is bad [204]. We ar-

gue that the context documents in combination with semi-supervised machine

learning is preferable because (1) annotated data for conversational exchanges

are expensive and time-consuming to obtain and (2) it allows a more flexible

understanding dialogue that is better fit for the domain thanks to the expert

input.

However, it is clear that in the case of ICSI, context was not necessarily help-

ful. This may be for a number of reasons, but most notable is that ICSI conver-

sations are natural meetings as opposed to the more constrained environments

of IT help chat logs and the AMI lab-based experiments. It may be necessary to

try other (yet unknown) queries to capture conversation dynamics better.

Obtaining sufficient context documents is a fundamental challenge though.

Summaries of conversations might be made available through news or report-

ing, but those require special licensing typically. Using documents that serve as

a template for conversation may be more tenable, and this is where document

grounding typically finds its documents. Even then, the documents may not

cover all possible variations of a problem.
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This work was documented in part by the patent Adapting dialog models by

relevance value for concepts to complete a task (US11443119B2). In summary, we

achieved the following:

• improved dialogue model performance;

• introduced a generalized approach to using document context; and

• used extractive summary membership as dialogue management labels.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS

To recap, it was posited that incorporating context documents could aid

modeling discourse using semi-supervised methods. So long as the context

documents and the base documents shared vocabulary, contained distinct vo-

cabulary, or had structural differences, the context documents can be leveraged

to inform related inference tasks. The inference tasks chosen throughout this

work were chosen to help probe the discourse structure of the base document.

This work is particularly relevant to domains where obtaining annotations is

expensive or time-consuming.

6.1 Fundamental limitations

In all the examples we have shown, there is the assumption of contextual doc-

uments written by fairly well-studied people or supported by references or an

internet community. The transformative properties of context are an important

caveat. As a thought experiment, we consider the case of using the base doc-

ument as our context document after shuffling the content of the document.

Technically, this satisfies the condition that the structure be different. While this

may improve the drawing of connections across long-form documents, it does

not introduce any new information that constitutes synthesis. It is equivalent to

a (poorly) trained attention model.

Consider also the case of substituting tokens in the base document with

unique non-word tokens to form a new context document. This satisfies the vo-

cabulary separation condition, but new information is not introduced, just pos-
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sible reinterpretations of the information. This is not unlike a masked language

model where the word’s representation depends on the immediate context.

Finally, consider the case where a randomly sampled set of turns or sen-

tences are labeled for extraction much in the manner of a baseline in Chapter 5.

There, the information introduced is a sort of shortcut.

In all these cases, one problem remains: The naive choice of context only

leads to an exponential increase in parameters. While approaches from the past

decade of NLP research have introduced models that learn to incorporate con-

text, it requires increasing amounts of data and compute. While that is excellent

for training so-called foundation models that can be adapted to other uses, the

fundamental thesis of this work is that the introduction of skillfully selected

context can improve model output at a fraction of the compute. Even when

compute is available, data may not be. The foundation models trained on large

general corpora adapt poorly to more narrow domains. In contrast, the limita-

tion of this work is that it is best suited for more narrow domains in which an

expert group is highly active.

6.2 A summary of contributions

The reader may recall three themes that were set forth in the Chapter 2. It is

the author’s hope that the following work has demonstrated the importance

and/or effectiveness of the following:

• Less than full supervision. Manually annotating data for fully supervised

natural language processing tasks is a fraught process that may not be vi-
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able due to privacy reasons or expertise gaps. While full supervision has

advanced the field, it typically requires the development of benchmark

datasets that may be poorly suited to help in adapting models to new do-

mains [35, 210]. This work demonstrated an approach for including text

context in social natural language processing tasks in Wikipedia and be-

yond.

• Value-sensitivity. This work also provides an approach to including im-

plicitly and explicitly stated values in social NLP tasks, particularly those

related to Wikipedia. Critical to this approach was linking a base docu-

ment to a context document and assessing the effects in an inference task. In

Chapter 3, parallel documents from other language editions of Wikipedia

were used to assess the extent to which articles adhered to the Wikipedia

value of Neutral Point of View. In Chapter 4, we studied the context of

writing assessment in Wikipedia’s Featured Article nominations. And in

Chapter 5, IT documents were used to improve the modeling of help desk

conversations. The hope is that it empowers the stakeholders to more eas-

ily audit machine learning models trained on their data.

• Bias and accountability. To aid work on mapping potential sources of

biases in the common data sources (e.g., Wikipedia), this work empha-

sizes understanding the social context and possible influences on the data

generation process. Chapter 3 highlights potential geopolitical bias, while

Chapter 4 identifies possible cases of reviewer bias. Chapter 5 focuses

more on intentionally biasing the model towards learning the less frequent

but problem relevant procedural information and away from learning the

more frequent but less informative social content.

A primary theme in this work is the reversal of norms in natural language
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processing. Instead of seeking to overcome gaps in data, our work seeks to un-

derstand what these gaps may imply about the datasets in which they occur.

The result is a framework for approaching task framing in applied natural lan-

guage processing. What is usually considered blemishes in the NLP research

of late — small specific datasets, discrepancies in data alignment, and smaller

models — are here considered advantages to be used for more value-sensitive

language modeling.

To be clear, this work benefits substantially from large language modeling

that is pre-trained on a large diverse corpus. But to achieve more domain-

sensitive objectives and to audit data and models successfully, we treat tasks

not as pairs of (input, output) but as tuples of (input, social context, output).

The additional context is not always available or of high enough quality to lend

itself to modeling. But we find our approach is particularly amenable to corpora

comprised of significant amounts of supporting documents.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

Word Definition
base document The document that is the canonical input in a given task.
context document A document related to a base document that encodes

domain knowledge and stakeholder values.
inference task A definition of a process in which a statistical machine

learning model is used to label text input. There is no
assumption that the input precedes or follows the out-
put chronologically or otherwise.

practitioner A person who implements natural language processing
models and pipelines on behalf of or as a stakeholder.

stakeholder A person or group with a vested interest in applications
of natural language processing.

Chapter 3
Word Definition
battle an event described by a Wikipedia article that is iden-

tified as a member of the World War I or World War II
battle categories in English Wikipedia

cluster in this context, a group of tuples (fewer than 16) that are
semantically similar

corroboration the agreement between two texts that a specific event
has occurred

tuple a (subject, relation, object) ordered grouping that is ex-
tracted from article text

Chapter 4
Word Definition
editor any user who edits a Wikipedia page
FAC Featured Article Candidate review process that eval-

uates articles for showcasing on English Wikipedia’s
front page.

nomination an article which one or more editors (usually a primary
contributor) that has been posted for consideration

reviewer any user who is not one of the named nominating edi-
tors who provides feedback on the article and makes an
argument for its promotion or rejection
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Chapter 5
Word Definition
AMI a corpus of multiparty spoken conversations coordi-

nated in an in-lab experiment setting; participants are
assigned to roles in a team, and each conversation is one
of a sequence with that team.

ICSI a corpus of natural spoken conversations taken from
transcripts of meetings

HELPDESK a corpus of internal IT chat logs from client-agent inter-
actions at a corporation

MMR maximal marginal relevance, a criteria for iteratively
updating a summary set in an extractive summarization
setting; it maximizes the relevance of the set while min-
imizing the redudancy.

query a troubleshooting document or the concatenation of a
conversation sample used to construct a summary set

summary a set of utterances from a given conversation denoted as
S
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 3

This appendix attempts to introduce additional experiments and data statis-

tics. First, we introduce a broad analysis of content variation across language

editions. Second, we consider patterns of user interactions and contributions

that can inform our speculation regarding the mechanisms that lead to the dif-

ferent content in different language editions.

B.1 Language variation

There is clearly variation in language across the language editions even in trans-

lation. This is expected. But the nature of the variation is important to under-

standing possible alternative reasons for our results. We present a brief bayesian

fightin’ words analysis for transparency and additional insight.

In Table B.1, the words significantly associated with particular language edi-

tions are presented. It is clear that the EN WWII data contains incomplete trans-

lations, which is surprising given that we expected it to be most similar to its

original version. Outside of translation effects, there does appear to be a greater

emphasis on casualties in the EN language edition. Linguistically, the presence

of the word “were” suggests a particular linguistic pattern.

In contrast, the DE language edition is more concerned with groupings of

soldiers (e.g., “division”, “wing”, “reserve”, “corps”). “Should” and “could”

are function words that are distinctly DE in this context. This may be a result of

linguistic patterns in the German language or it could be related to characteriz-

ing the groups of soldiers mentioned before.
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WWI
DE EN FR IT

division casualties will general
wing were must category
reserve line region sector
corps would located enemy
section fifth somme departments
under fourth armenian team
group light kingdom giardino
should force battle situation
could ottoman takes operations
area armies type force
here ordered during powerful
empire defenses soyécourt japanese
leadership beatty offensive cary
already captured come lanrezac
iran second confrontation difficulty

WWII
DE EN FR IT

should para will general
troops fueron must armored
could force during marshal
section casualties takes sector
corps alemanes latter situation
wing como battle forces
area battalion offensive maneuver
reserve ejército begins panzerkorps
army fuerzas place field
leadership were region departments
able japoneses vice mechanized
associations también kingdom team
again would their would
soldiers habían operation anglo
connection ottoman admiral category

Table B.1: Most indicative words across language editions as computed by
“fightin’ words” Bayesian analysis [192].

The FR language edition is primarily concerned with the time and place

of battle (e.g., “region”, “located”, “during”, “begins”, “place”). The function

words that stand out are “will” and “must”. The former is interesting as it sug-

gests future tense and possibly inevitability, which is not expected in an arti-

cle written about a past event. But there could also be conflation with another

meaning of the word “will” (definition: the faculty by which a person decides on

and initiates action.) The use of “must” indicates a sense of inevitability though.

Finally, the IT language edition seems more concerned with leadership (e.g.,

“general”, “lanrezac”, “cary”, “marshal”, “giardino”) and calvary/equipment

(e.g., “armored”, “panzerkorps”, “mechanized”). There seems to be a slight

lexical difference, possibly due to translation. For example, the DE edition uses

“section” while the IT edition uses “sector”. But notably, the IT language edition

uses “enemy” more than other language editions.
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B.2 User behavior

In the preceding experiments, the articles are described proxies for the opin-

ions of a language community. As they are collaboratively written, one may

indeed expect the article to reflect a mix of the opinions of the community of ed-

itors. But this overlooks the proportional contributions of specific editors and

the influence of non-editors on the articles content. To understand the social

dynamics that might influence the article narrative in one direction or another,

an additional quantitative analysis of the associated talk pages in English is pre-

sented here.

This work focuses on English Wikipedia’s talk pages to change the axis of

analysis (talk page and article vs. article and article). This also enables a closer

assessment by the authors of this work, whose primary language is English.

B.2.1 Users and user contributions

The users in this study are drawn from editors of the battle articles and con-

tributors to the corresponding talk pages. While there is overlap, not all editors

participate on talk pages and not all talk page contributors are editors. For each

user found in the union of both sets of contributors, a profile of their contribu-

tions to other Wikipedia editors is downloaded. While it is possible for a user to

contribute to many different Wikipedia language editors (e.g., via a script), more

contributions to other language editions may indicate linguistic preferences.

Again, it is stressed that language is not nationality. But a willingness or

ability to contribute to another language edition of Wikipedia suggests that lan-
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guage may be correlated with nationality or at least knowledge of one or more

countries associated with that language. With this knowledge of language com-

munities a user frequents, it is possible then to ask to what extent a language

community might influence the composition of the article. In particular, contri-

butions to references are investigated here.

Table B.2 shows the 20 most prolific comment writers in the battle articles’

talk pages. We obscure the usernames to protect the users’ privacy even though

this is publicly available information. There is a wide range of language edi-

tions in the top editors’ other language edition contributions. But this table

does not indicate the magnitude of the edits to those language editions com-

pared to that of the contributions to the English language edition. It is possible

that these edits to other language editions are minimal (e.g., editing an image

used in multiple language editions) or extensive (e.g., writing an entire article

in another language).

The top contributor to English battle talk pages across WWI and WWII is

the user Kei***, but this contributor had no significant edits to other language

editions at the time of data collection. See Figure B.1 for an overview of the

number of comment contributions. WWI battle talk pages are clearly dominated

by one editor with 3 or so editors trailing. Meanwhile, WWII battle talk page

conversations are more evenly shared by the top 3 editors. This is likely because

the larger number of articles in WWII make it more difficult for a single editor

to dominate.
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WWI WWII
User Non-en wiki User Non-en wiki
Kei*** N/A Kei*** N/A
San*** it.wikipedia.org Tre*** it.wikipedia.org
Tir*** sv.wikipedia.org Eni*** es.wikipedia.org
Sim*** es.wikipedia.org Wan*** sv.wikipedia.org
See*** ru.wikipedia.org Mrg*** ru.wikipedia.org
Eag*** ceb.wikipedia.org Wdf*** de.wikipedia.org
Par*** de.wikipedia.org DMo*** ceb.wikipedia.org
Alp*** zh.wikipedia.org Par*** zh.wikipedia.org
Pau*** nl.wikipedia.org Pau*** nl.wikipedia.org
InternetArchiveBot pt.wikipedia.org Dap*** fr.wikipedia.org
Lab*** fr.wikipedia.org InternetArchiveBot pt.wikipedia.org
Ada*** ja.wikipedia.org Dam*** vi.wikipedia.org
Tho*** vi.wikipedia.org The*** war.wikipedia.org
Ano*** pl.wikipedia.org Bin*** uk.wikipedia.org
Ros*** war.wikipedia.org Fol*** ja.wikipedia.org
Hud*** sr.wikipedia.org SineBot pl.wikipedia.org
Hub*** uk.wikipedia.org Gre*** no.wikipedia.org
Pat*** tr.wikipedia.org Kra*** sr.wikipedia.org
Aus*** fa.wikipedia.org Mar*** fa.wikipedia.org
SineBot no.wikipedia.org Cap*** tr.wikipedia.org

Table B.2: Top contributors and the non-English Wikipedia language edition
they contribute to the most.

B.2.2 Monoglot and polyglot interactions

User statistics are aggregated according to editor/commentor role. Editors

make changes to the articles, while commentors have no history of editing the

article. and top two language edition contributions. We specify top two because

a number of editors may have majority of their edits in English Wikipedia, but

they regularly contribute to other language editions. This is expected as we

focus only on English edition talk pages. Table B.3 indicates an overwhelming

number of interactions occur between monoglot (English only) participants. En-

glish language editors are also more active than commentors. Editors who have

participated in the German and French language editions of Wikipedia are the

most prominent polyglot editors.
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Figure B.1: Number of comments of ranked contributors.

WWI WWII
Rank Interaction Count Interaction Count

1 Editor_en and Editor_en 3831 Editor_en and Editor_en 17601
2 (Starting) Editor_en 2067 (Starting) Editor_en 8613
3 Commentor and Editor_en 1131 Commentor and Editor_en 6666
4 Editor_en and Editor_en+fr 930 (Starting) Commentor 4479
5 Editor_en+fr and Editor_en 873 Editor_en and Commentor 4287
6 Editor_en and Commentor 789 Editor_en and Editor_de+en 4077
7 (Starting) Commentor 705 Editor_de+en and Editor_en 3771
8 Editor_de+en and Editor_en 516 (Starting) Editor_de+en 1929
9 Editor_en and Editor_de+en 480 Editor_en and Editor_en+fr 1782

10 (Starting) Editor_en+fr 351 Editor_en+fr and Editor_en 1719

Table B.3: Top 10 interaction types by role and language edition contributions.

The conversational initiative seems to lie with the English monoglot editors,

as they initiate a large number of conversations. This is indicated by the (Start-

ing) label. While English monoglot and French language editor interactions are

more prominent in WWI battle articles, English monoglots and German lan-

guage editors interact more in WWII battle articles.
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